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PP~)V£NCIA L L IBRARF 
DISPUTES $25,000 GIFT . 
' i " Group sends out ,SOS on o ! cru,se 
Representatives oz ti,~ Acting Mayor Joe Banyay SOS, have strongly 
Prince Rupert ~,uup Save on behalf of NCMA to an- protested the pipeline and 
Our Shores (SOS) have swer SOS questions con- ensuing oil tanker traffic 
called for a boycott of the cerning a$25,000 "donatmn" along the northwest coast. 
Nor t 'h  . Cent ra l  to the cruise by Kitimat " Banyayrecently..toldthe 
Municipalities Associado, Pipeline Ltd. which has Daily Herald the $25,000is 
(NCMA) convention cruise proposed to build a 75 mile not a donation but th~ cost of 
this month and a public pipeline from Kitimat to rerouting the "Princess 
inquiry into its financing. Edmonton. Patr ic ia" to  follow the 
• The demand came on the Environmental groups pipeline route. He said the 
heelsofarf[,salbyKit imat province-wide, including working cruise was not 
II 
scheduled tofollow the route 
and when Kitimat Pipeline 
wanted the ship to take the 
tanker ou~ it was learned 
the extra $2.5,000 would be 
needed. 
Prince Rupert Legal Aid 
~lawyer, Doug Chapman, 
retained as SOS legal ad- 
visor last month, wrote to 
NCMA April 6 asking "for 
"4  
Skeena Auto 
Meta l~Shop Ltd .  
Terrace new Mazda 
prices start at 
D-003 ' IA  ' =3'377°° 
"WHO'S GOING TO SUE YOU,?"-DAVIS, 
deta i led  in fo rmat ion  
regarding the donation and 
cruise. 
In reply, Banyay asked if 
SOS had received $90,000 in 
federal and provincial 
grants and reques~d details 
concerning any sucn grants. 
Banyay also asked how 
many Canadian citizens and 
local residents are on the 
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SOS executive and stated ",it 
is of some personal concern " 
that the provincially funded 
Legal Aid Society is in- 
volved in this matter when 
Save Our Shores has direct 
access on request to any 
public information." 
"I was just trying to find 
out where they were at 
before I answered any 
~.. ~ DOUGLAS f~' CHANNEL ~'-'~ REKLVY 
632-4721 
questions. I still don't know 
who they are," Banyay said 
Friday, two weeks after SOS 
first approached him. 
He added the information 
on financing, although 
m ailable to the public, is 
really none of SOS's 
business because all levels 
of government are satisfied 
with the rerouting. 
"There are so many 
problems facing the nor- 
thern municipalities we 
don't want to turn the 
municipal convention i to a 
pipeline issue," he added. 
,,Why pick on the 
municipal cruise .... just 
because Kitimat Pipeline 
(Continued on page two) 
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• ' a t  K i t i  mat  
VICTORIA CP - Energy 
Minister Jack Davis said 
Monday he does not deny 
making a statement earlier 
this year thatoil companies 
would be better of f  with 
Kitimat, rather than Pnge! 
Sound as an oil port. 
In a telephone interview 
from Vancouver Monday 
afternoon, Davis said he had 
denied making the 
statements earlier in the 
day but he thought reporters 
were referring to an entirely 
different situation. 
Cherry Point Washington 
versus Kitimat, I would 
much prefer  Kitimat 
because the damages in the 
Puget Sound-Strait of 
Georgia area have some 
dollar signs on them. 
People with property- 
waterfronts and so on. 
"Who's going to sue you? 
Who's hurt? How d6 you 
qalify it? Very little 
dama.~e that's realty 
identifmble in dollars up 
there even with a very bad 
oil ~lll, whereas down here 
He thought he was being you could have an incredible 
asked about matters bill..." 
concerning B.C. Ferries and Davis said Monday he did 
it wasn't until ~/fter denying, make the statements but 
making the statements hat they were not offered in 
he learned he" was being sup~port of the proposed 
asked about a meeting last Kitimat part. 
, F e b r u a r y ~ b e t w e e n ~I was just talking about 
W~hington State and B.C. the :/facts" of life;" he said, 
,.Off'cial~:..fk .~%~..~ . .......... ~..~.,.,...:., =:.adding.it~as, a l~pinLwhich. 
...'The Colinist, Victoria s obvionsly had to be raised- 
during the meeting and w~ 
one of the many poin 
FREE CONCERT-  Variety Club promoter 
Bobby Curtola gave a free performance at Skeena" 
Secondary School Friday in gratitude for the 
schools efforts in raising money for the telethon 
held on BCTV recen~lly. Skeena raised more money 
than any other school in the province. 
during, the discussions. 
In a sparsely populated 
area such as Kitimat, about 
35 miles northwest of 
Vancouver, he said, the 
people who would be most 
affected by an oil spill would 
be those who live off the sea 
as a resource such as 
fishermen. 
The resource is l~ublicly 
owned and the person  
affected by an oil spill would 
not have the right to sue the 
oil company for the spill, 
Davis said, adding •the 
Puget Sound area is highly 
populated and  each 
property owner could 
probably sue for damages. 
Davis said the meeting 
was lengthy and other 
aspects of the oil por t  
p roposa l ,  inc lud ing  





VANCOUVER CP - School 
boards and teachers were 
singled out  by Education 
Minister Pat McGeer on the 
weekend, when he said 
the cost benefit of what we 
do." 
McGeer said government 
programs are weighed 
according to their ~ost 
benefit, and taxes are 
assigned on that bas's 
He'said that last fall the 
trustees Still..hz, d t, t 
recognized "realities of 
today.". 
n io rn ing  newspaper ,  
published Sunday part of a 
transcript of tim supposedly 
private meeting. 
The paper quoted avis as 
saying: "Well, if I was an oil 
company looking at the two, 
PIPELINE VICTORY 
FOR FOOTHILLS CO ? 
OTTAWA CP - Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. claimed 
a victory Monday after the United States Federal 
Power Commission split 2-2 over which pipeline 
should be chosbn to move Alaskan atural gas south 
across Canada. 
In recommendations to President Carter, 61n 
recommendations to President Carter, the 
commissioners said a pipeline across the country is 
preferable to a tanker route, but they divided over 
whether it should be Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline 
Ltd. or the Alcan Pipeline Co. project of which 
Foothills is a member. 
Both the commission staff and the administrative 
law judge who heard the case recommended to the 
co, nmmsmners that they select Arctic Gas to move 
the Alaskan gas. 
"It is really a victory for us," Foothill's vice- 
. president Bob Pierce said, pvinting to the earlier 
recommendations released by the commission. 
He said it qonfirmed the belief of Foothills 
president Robert Blair, who said the 
commissioners would not go along with'the 
recommendation f the administrative law judge 
who rejected the other vrovosals as too costly. 
taxpayers' money is being 
used improperly:for a school 
system that ~ . needs 
improving. 
McGeer, addressing the 
.................... British ..Columbia School 
Trustees Association's 
annual meeting, said school 
board bargaining for 
teachers' salaries, the 
current trend to reduce 
puDP-teacher ratio and 
tu'dent absenteeism, 
contributed to poor spending 
of tax money. 
McGeer  said his 
department is in the process 
of changing a,titude~ to 
education so students and 
taxpayers will be better 
served. 
He said the mandate for 
his department is "to 
improve the quality and 
depth of education while, at 
the ~mo time.., enhance 
Protestants launch strike 
BELFAST AP - Militant 
Protestants launched a 
general strike in Northern 
Ireladd and several stores 
were firebombed before 
dawn today, police reported.. 
They said there were no 
casualties. 
A powerful bomb on ~the 
outskirts of Belfast ripped 
out railread tracks 
It was not known whetl~er 
the bombings were 
committed by Protestant 
strikers, seeking to frighten 
other workers from going to 
Laurin 
l ec ture  
Cul tnra l  Development 
Minister Camille Laur in  
told the Canadian Club of 
Montreal on Monday that 
the fact he had been asked to 
speak to the club in English 
illustrated the need for the 
French language charter. 
Addressing about 400 
predominant ly  english 
businessmen, Laurin said: 
"One sometimes has the 
impression that English 
seems to you still your only 
language, English so often 
your only miliew." 
The minister said he 
found it "strikingly ironical 
that despite the prosperity 
you have brought to 
Quebec... you so frequently 
lack a certain sensitivity to 
the French-speaking people 
of Quebec #:hose home is 
hf~Pf.." 
the outlawed •irish 
Re.publican Army IRA. 
The strike, which began 
midnight Monday night, 
may parqqyse this country' 
of 1.5 million people as a 
~'rotestant-initiatedwalkour 
lid in 1974. 
D~ring the early hours,  
Bel fast 's  streets were 
deserted and tt~ere wer,~ no 
roadblocks, ~hich the 
strikers had vowed they 
would set up to bar other.~ 
from•going to work. , 
Officials said the  ful: 
: . . . . .  * ,d" th~ at.~br~ u,  i l ]  nat  
be known until they receive 
reports on how many 
workers arrived at their 
jobs during the day'. 
The British government 
reinforced its security units 
and warned it will block any 
strongarm tacy~cs by the  
strikers. 
Jim Smyth, a spokesman 
for the Ulster Unionist 
~.ction Council 'which called 
~he strike, told a news 
conference Monday that 
Britain was preparing for a 





Juan l ta  Haffan has spent the past five years helping Terrace area 
residen.fs find. work. But she m'ay be out of a job, herself, if there is no 
further funding frow~federal and provincial governments for her Golden 
-Role Employment~ice .~ - . " . . . . . .  ;" 
Bureaucratic snafus 
i 
Rule may be forced to 
close its doors due to 
restrictions in both federal 
and provincial government: 
funding. According to Mrs. 
Hatton, "The problem is 
that I'm doing something 
different ... and that's ano- 
no. "  
The thin~ that" Mrs. 
Hatton nas done 
differently is ~ single- 
handedly locating 8,000 to 
10,000 part time and full 
time jobs for over 4,000 
veople. Each month Mrs. 
Hatton interviews over l~  
i applicants and each month 
is he manages to locate 
i about five full time and 30 
to 50 part time jobs. 
The Golden Rule was 
started in October of 1971 
i with funds raised by Mrs. 
i H atton, a 16-year esident 
!of Terrace. In 1973, under 
the NDP government, the 
Golden Rule received a 
$850 a month grant from 
:the Department of Human 
!Resources. This grant was 
i increased to $994 in 1974. 
i Mnst of the grant went to 
i cover office expenses with 
a bit left over for Mrs. 
Hatton's alary. 
But in March 1976, under 
" ' Iden le threaten Go Ru - 
Y Vander Zalm, was that the It would alsolmake the !i! L:'. .. ,I 
ANDREW PETTER program was no longer Golden Rule into a!i!i : i 
Herald staff writer necessary because of the different sort of place. Their!! 
For over five years, introduction of PREP one.to-onerapportwhichls~:~: 
Juanita Hatton has (Provincial Rehabilitative an essential part of this l : t 
helped people in  the Employment Program). operation wo~dd be lost."i 
Terrace area find work Mrs. I-Iatton applied for The present federal: 
through her Golden Rule PREP funding, but she did 
Employment Service. not qualify because P~EP grant runs out at the end of May. A $200 a r mnth grant 
But now, the Golden is restricted to w~lfare from the City of Terrace to 
recipients while the Golden cover office expenses will 
Rule offers its services also end soon. Even Mrs. 
free to anyone and 
everyone in need of a job. 
In Mrs. Hattca's words, 
" I  wanted to" help 
everybody and I told them 
SO."  
With provincial funding 
cut off, Mrs. Hatton 
continued" to run the 
service. " I  got no 
salary...no money at all, 
but I ran it anyway." 
In November of last 
year, she managed to 
obtain a seven-month 
federal , L IP  grant for 
$16,200. Althoul~h she had 
always run me service 
alone, she was forced to 
hire a full time assistant in 
order to qualify for the 
federa l  funds .  
Additionally, the federal 
grant could only be applied 
to salaries and not to office 
expenses. 
And now the federal 
program has been further 
restricted. In order to 
qualify for any more 
assistance, Mrs. Hatton 
must hire four more people 
to operate the Golden Rule. 
Mrs. Hatton thinks this is 
ridiculous. "Any more 
Hatton's attempt o have 
the Golden Rule classified 
as a non-profit 
or~anizatien, in order to 
raise money through 
raffles and other means, 
has been .refused by the 
province. 
So the Golden Rule may 
be forced to close its doors, 
not because it has failed to 
find much needed jobs for 
peop le -  but because of 
provincial cutbacks and 
lederal red tdpe. • 
Mrs. Hatton feels that if 
the governments .are 
trying to save money, they 
are "certainly going about 
it the wrong way. They're 
supposed t6 be getting jobs 
for people ... and they're 
not getting "ob's for people. 
"Does t~e prov'incial 
government really want to 
get people off welfare and 
UIC or is that just a fairy 
tale broadcast to appease 
the wealthy ... will the vast 
majority of people in this l 
area who want the Golden 
Rule to continue be! 
ignored?" i 
If they are, Mrs. Hatton : 
may end up on UIC herself 
andthe people of Terrace i 
will lose something i 
Social Credit, the grant 
was discontinued. The people would necessitate a 
reason given by Human larger installation and an 
Resources Minister, Bill increase in expenses. ~ unique and worthwhile. 
: • r~ 
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Gary Schuss of Kitimat won tho Terrace Rotary Award for receivingthe 
highest marks in the senior solo accordian competition at the Pacific 









hit the right key 
Terrace entrants in the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival won six of 
the top seven awards presented at the 
final concert Saturday evening. The 
Festival was held all last week at 
various locations in Terrace. 
Ruth Pousette of Terrace was 
awarded the Knights of Columbus 
Scholarship, given to the most 
promising perfot~mer overall• She also 
captured the award for most 
promising piano student. 
Other major scholarship awards 
went to: Denise Kenny of Terrace, 
most promising junior speech student; 
Pamela Shaw of Terrace, most 
promising senior speech student; 
Candace Bummer of Terrace, most 
promising vocal student; Rachel Reay 
of Terrace, most promising 
instrumentalist; and the Rupert 
Clarinet Quartet, most promising 
group of instrumentalists. 
Throughout he festival, awards 
were also given for individual 
categories. 
The winners of the Speech arts 
awards were all Terrace entrants. 
They were: Heather Squires, grades 1 
to3 spoken poetry; Denise Kenny, 
grades 4 to 7 spoken poetry; Pamela 
Shaw, grades 8 and above spoken 
poetry; Kiti-K-Shan Primary School, 
grades 1 to 3 choral speaking; Cassie 
Hall School, grades 4 to 7 spoken 
poetry; Ingrid Metzmeier, prose 
reading; Teresa McIntyre, bible 
reading; Denise Kenny, Shakespeare 
reading; Alison Fredericks, story 
telling; and Pamela Shaw, original 
poetry composition, 
Vocal awards went to: Rubble 
Severyn of Terrace, vocal solo for 
those under 12; Jo-Anne 
Rauchenberger, Rubble Severyn and 
Kathy Pattershuk of Terrace, vocal 
solo for those under 16; Candace 
Bummer of Terrace,' vocal solo for 
those under 20 as well as the open 
category; Ruth William and Jacky 
DeJong, lieder; E.T. Kenny Primary 
School of Terra,e, grades 1to 3 school 
choir; John Field Elementary School 
of Hazelton, grades 4to 7 school choir; 
Saint Andrews Junior Choir of Prince 
Rupert, junior choir; K~ox United 
Church of Terrace, senior choir; and 
Ruth Williamson and Candace 
Bummer of Terrace, vocal ensemble. 
Piano awards were won by: Anne 
Eide of Terrace, junior pi,noforte; 
Carolyn Hagen of Terrace, senior 
pianoforte; Elaine Scott of Kitimat, 
senior conservatory; Lisa Ling of 
Kitimat, junior conservatory; Jarl 
Medal of PrinceRupert,iunior Bach; 
and Ruth, Pousette, .~enior 
Bach; Toby Der and David Hick of 
Prince Rupert, sonatinas; Laura 
: , >y .  , . . . . .  
Top award of the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival was won by Terrace 
pianist• Ruth Pousette. Terrace 
entrants claimed six of the top seven 
awards in the festival (see story for 
the names of the other local 
winners). 
Schuss of Kitimat, Beethoven; David 
Hick of Prince Rupert, Mozart and 
Haydn, German Romantic, Chopin 
affcench Impressionists as well as 
C-nadian composers; Laurie Schuss 
and Monica Widman of Kitimat, piano 
duets; Linda Fowle of Kitimat, older 
beginners: Sharon Paterson of Prince 
Rupert. s'ght re~ding; Melissa Davies 
of Gp~race, quick study; and Linda 
h-.,.onnell and Jim Ryan of Terrace, 
c,,ncert group and concerto. 
Instrumental award winners were: 
Tom St La ur en t of Kitwanga, beginner 
and junior brass solo; Douglas 
Hembroff of Prince Ruqert, 
intermediate, senior and open urass 
solo; Helen Goodvin of Kitimat,.junior 
accordian solo; Gary Schuss of 
Kitimat, senior accordian solo; 
Bernatte Ivison, beginner and junior 
woodwind solo; Margaret McDaniel of 
Terrace, intermediate woodwind solo; 
Rachel Reay of Terrace, senior and 
open woodwind solo; John Baschzok of 
Kitimat, string solo; James 
Williamson of Terrace, Guitar; 
Rachel Reay and Mani Singh of 
Terra"e. instrumental duets; Rachel 
Reay, Mani Singh and Wendy Sharpies 
of Terrace, instrumental trios; 
Hazclton Secondary School Quartet, 
instrun~ent ensemble; Brent Harrison' 
and Ncil Cookof Terrace, percussion; 
Terrace Purple Band, elementary 
schcol band; Hazelton Secondary 
School, ',ntermediate band -level 1 and 
2: Skccna Gold Band of Terrace, 
intermediate band -level 3; Caledonia 
Senior Secoudary School of Terrace, 
senior band; and the Skeena Stage 
Band of Terrace and the Kitimat 
Senior Stage Band, stage band. 
TAXES FALL FOR A CHANGE 
School budget down by .03 mills 
The 47.502 mills is the minister's call for the ministry will continue to 
work with school beards School District 88 Board that the provincial average approved its 1977 budget 1977 mill rate for school 
Monday with a decrease of taxes will be 47.502 mills 
.03 mills. The budget, set for compared to 46.530 mills for 
45.167 mills, is $11,734,604. 1976. The actual mill rate 
Ted Wells, seci'etary- varies from district to 
treasurer, says considering district. 
increased costs, "We have 
produced what the board The mill rate consists of a 
thinks is a practical basic levy of 37.50 mills set 
budget." He described it as by government tocover the 
a "bare bones" budget with school district share of the 
"no padding". 
Last year the budget was 
$10,899,357 and Wells says 
the decrease in the mill rate 
is due to more grants than 
last year. There are also 
more houses in the com- 
munity. 
Eddcation Minister Dr. 
Pat McGeer has announced 
basic education program 
and an additional mill rate 
calculated for each district 
to cover operating costs 
over and above the basic 
educ~ition program, debt 
and capital charges and the 
cost of operating com- 
munity colleges in those 
districts where' it is ap- 
plicable. 
predicated on an overall 
increase in total school 
district budgets of 9.5 
~oorCent over 1976, School 
ards have until May 1 to 
establish a final mill rate 
and to make any reductions 
in their budgets which will 
result in a decrease of this 
rate. 
Dr. McGeer said that the 
increase of less than one 
mill for this year came 
about mainly because of 
large surpluses in 1976 of 
more than $23 million. These 
surpluses reflect school 
boards efforts to reduce 
expenditures after budgets 
were finalized in 1976 and 
substantiate he wisdom of 
restraint in budgeting in 
1976. AIB rollbacks were a 
negligible factor in 
developing surpluses• 
The budgets, indicating 
the local mill rate for 
education, are being 
returned to the individual' 
school boards and unless the 
boards make further 
reductions in these budgets, 
they will be final, Dr. 
McGeer said. 
"Such reductions wou!d 
be possible, in our view. 
Study of the budgets have 
shown that. many districts 
would make further 
reductions without im- 
pacting the quality of 
education service the 
boards provide. The staff of 
during 1977 to indicate 
where such adjustments 
could be made," he added, 
Dr. McGeer also an- 
nounced that the current 
departmental estimates 
contain $3.7 million for 
~secial aid to 13 school 
tricts in order to assist 
districts which have rapidly 
increasing enrolments and 
to bring excessive mill rates 
in districts with • low 
assessed values into line 
with provincial ranges. 
The minister also ex- 
plained that the average 
cost of the 14 community 
colleges to the 68 par- 
ticipating school districts 
willbe 1.62 mills. 
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PIPELINE INQUIRY DELAYS 
Thom pso n p l edg es ca n dlo r ThSeOer~ra?'A~iliaTnee 
Against Supertankers to 
MASSET, B.C. (CP) -- Rest- will not be left out. Kitimat supports the 
~ Fishermen's Umon's call for dents of two Queen Charlotte 
Island communities have •been 
assured that the Kitimat Oil 
Port Inquiry will bring out all 
the available infurhmtion on the 
port issue. 
Dr. Andrew Thompson, in- 
quiry commissioner, said Sun- 
day if no one else brings out the 
facts it will be up to the corn, 
mission to find the right people 
to get the information. 
"And in phase one, where we 
have to establish whether an oil 
port is necessary or not, I think 
we will have to" take the in- 
itiative ourselves and,,.we w i l l  
look for the best people we can 
find," he said. ~. 
Dr. Thompson said if there. 
are enough gaps of knowledge 
the inquiry might have to rec- 
ommend the project is pre- 
mature. 
He said oil companies are 
putting no pressure on the Ca-, 
nadian government o supply oil 
to the United States; the pres- 
sure is coming from the U.S. 
It is remarkable that the U.S: 
would have ,chosen the Valdez 
route for Alaskan oil 10 years 
ago and still does not know how 
it can get the oil to the central 
refineries, he said. 
WON'T MAKE IT EASY 
Dr. Thompson, told residents 
at the Indian village of Skids- 
gate on Saturday that it is not 
his job to pave the way for an 
easy decision in Ottawa. 
"Our job is to identify the 
problems and hazards," he' 
said. "It is hard to say what is 
at stake here." 
The meeting was the first of 
several .to explain procedures at 
the community level before the, 
preliminary inquiry into the. 
proposed oil port opens at Kiti- 
mat Wednesday. 
• i ~ 
Dr. Andrew Thompson 
Dr~ Thompson said he is 
working with the CBC for spe- 
cial radio coverage of the hear- 
trigs. 
He said he hopes to • operate 
the inquiry two ways--through 
formal hearings in Vancouver, 
Kitimat and possibly a third 
site; and through a ser ies of 
community meetings where 
people will be'.~able to express 
their views. ':/ 
Dr. Thompson assured resi- 
dents of those communities who 
say .they will bear the brunt of 
.oil Shipments to Kitimat and to 
Cherry Point, Wash. that they 
HAVE IMPACT 
Community hearings will pro- a delay in the Andrew 
duce evidence of local knowl- Thompson hearingsintothe 
edge which will have just as  Kitimat oil port proposal. 
much impact, he said• A project carrying such 
Dr. Thompson said he will ac- overwhelming economic, 
cept briefs from community social and environmental 
groups at the formal hearings, costs for Canada deserves 
provide funding for them to at- considerably more scrutiny 
tend pertinent sessions and g ive  than it would receive at 
everyone an opportunity to hastily-called hearings. 
speak at their community meet- TAASK feels that the 
rags later in the fall. hearings will not fulfill their 
"The first subject to be dealt purpose if the views of the 
with when the hearing opens in fishermen, whose livelihood 
Vancouver in July is whether will be directly affected by 
;:'there is a need.l for an oil port in ..,th~,proposed;pipeHnef.t~.- 
Kitimat,"' he "said. ,Then---we -minal andtankerroute,-are 
will look at the maritime" phase not adequately represented 
and the problems of naviga- at those' hearings. 
tion." Secondly, the prospective 
mid-June dates for the 
He said experts will be formal hearings allows 
brought in from all over .the 
.world to deal with fields in insufficient hme for 
which there is zio Canadian ex- preparation andresearchin 
pertise, response to the impending 
"There are no big oil tankers release of federal marine 
• operating under the Canadian and transport eports on the 
flag," Dr. Thompson said• oil port terminal. 
WANTS MANY EXPERTS Thirdly, while the 
Carrey Linde, Queen Char- Kitimat Oil Couliocon's 
lotte representative on the application for funding for 
Skeena regional district and le- legal representation and 
gal representative of the Skide-. research has been 
gate Indian band, suggested the favourably received 
commission consider independ- verbally by Dr. Thompson, 
such funding will be of ent experts in as many fields as greatly diminishedvalueif 
possible. 
Dr. Thompson said this is dii- insufficient timeisgivento 
ficult because in many in- gather esearch data and 
stances government people are to procure attorneys 
the only Ones who have any spec ia l i z ing  in 
envirnnmental l w. data. 
He said that now the provin- Therefore, represen- 
cial government has entered the tations have been made to 
hearing it will be subject to call Dr. Thompson and the 
appropr ia te  federa l  mationlike allit otherhas, parties for' infer- ministers asking 'that the 
Dr.. Thompson will mee't with proposed hearings on the 
residents of the Indian village Kitimat oil port and pipeline 
of Kitimat on Tuesday. be postponed 
Y 25,000 DONATION 
Charges of secrecy abound 
in light of gift from oil firm 
(Continued from page one) 
provides the $25,000 doesn't 
mean it is going to brain- 
wash me on the proposed 
pipeline," he said. 
'Director Hank Lavertu 
slid SOS has received no 
grants from any source and 
Director Run Denman said 
all five executive members 
are Prince Rupert 
residents, four are Canadian 
citizens and the fifth has 
lived in this coast city for 
seven years• 
Denman said' Banyay's 
refusal to answer direct 
questions on the KPL donation 
negates his contention that SOS 
has access to public information. 
nnd doesn't need legal 
representation. He added he 
hopes after receiving SOS's 
answers, Banyay will be 
responsible enough to respond 
to the group's r~uests as a 
public citizen's group. Denmnn said because of the 
extraordinary circumstances 
"What exactly is going on surrounding the cruise, NCMA 
around that $25,000 donation. Is member municipalities should 
Banyay trying to hide boycott the cruise until theKPL 
something, why the secrecy?" . donation is withdrawn and the 
Denman asked. public should emand an ira. 
Chapman said the Attorney. mediate investigation a d full 
General's department and public disclosure of the facts. 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs Harold Mann, NCMA 
should investigate payment by president, said many 
any corporation toa municipal businesses were canvassed for 
organization to see if there have. contributions to the cruise and 
been terms or conditions on the many responded. He said 
paymenL donations are a matter of 
Lavertu said KPL manager, course and each host city 
Jack Cressy is scheduled tobe solicits funds from local 
aboard the cruise ship but businesses to offset convention 
Lavertu was told by a Kitimat expenses. 
administrator that NC~A 'will 
not allow any envirdnmental 
group to send representatives.' 
Denman said the implications 
are clear, "Cressy will have a 
captive audience for five days 
to present his case for the 
pipeline to our elected 
representatives." 
A Kitimat spokesman said 
when KPL was asked for money 
they agreed and asked if N 3MA 
would consider taking the 
pipeline route. The spokesman 
said the decision was mutu;,l 
and there were no special 
conditions attached. 
Mann said he has no idea why 
anyone would be refused 
passage on the cruise. In- 
vitations were opened to the 
public last week in order to fill 
the required ,250 rooms and 
there are still approximately 15 
left, he added. 
"It's not too late for an en- 
vironmental group to apply, I
can't see why they'd be turned 
down. I personally would 
welcome them to get their 
viewpoints." 
He said there will be mem- 
bers of the press on board. 
Although the convention 
program does not include any 
specific discussion of the 
• controversial pipeline, speaker 
topics include marine pollution 
and environmental politics and 
panel discussions and 
workshops.• on environment and 
energy are planned. 
, The passenger, list includes 
KPL Manager, Jack Cressy, 
Bob Green of B.C. Oil Pipeline 
Task Force, Earl Joudrie, 
Ashland Oil unember of the 
KPL consortium); Capt. A.H. 
S{evens, supertanker con. 
~ultant and Mohawk Oil 
representative D.G. Sl~agen, 
Engineers, labor represen. 
tatives, professors of tran- 
sportation and municipal 
politics, UBCIV[ directors, B,C. 
Assessment Author i ty  
representatives and several 
elected MP's and MLA's will 
also be on board. 
Mann said the group wants to 
identify the north's problems 
and look at solutions. "We'll 
discuss the subject, of coal, 
either to Rupert or Kitimat, and 
wheat to Rupert. Why should It
go to Vancouver when there's a
better grade and better pert at 
Rupert?" 
Mann said he has always been 
strong on the development of 
the north 
STAN AND GRETA PATTERSON -Sunshine coast where he wil l  
These two well known Terrace head of B.C. Tel operations. 
residents will be leaving for the 
STAN PATTERSON 
• THE HERALD, Tuesday, May 3, 1977, "PAGE M 
' l  
Na five s tudies popu lar program 
TERRACE -- Funding 
from a diverse number of 
government departments 
will allow a significant 
expansion of programs in 
the Native Studies Faculty 
at Northwest Community 
College for the next fiscal 
year, according to Jeff 
Marv in ,  pro, g ram 
deI~el°~r" expected that 
enrolment in the  
pro fess iona l  s tud ies  
Prcrogram will double, that an 
eased number of non- 
credit workshops will be 
held in lecal areas and that a 
wide variety of guest 
spewers and films will be 
made available to the 
general public. 
Marvin said grants have 
been rec~i#ed from the 
Department of Secretary of 
State and the Department of
Indian Affairs. Negotiations 
are proceeding with the first 
citizens' fund (under the 
Provincial Secretary's 
office in Victoria) and the 
Department ofManpower to 
further stabilize the 
financial situation. Core 




Ions C'ampagnolo, MP for 
Skeena has annour~ced that Active. co m mu n i ty wo rke r a federal gr~int of $20,000 has 
been awarded to the Nor- 
thwestern  N~t iona l  
Exhibition Centre in 
leaving for Powell  River Hazelton. The grant is awarded on .the recom- 
mendation of the Board of 
Trustees of the National 
Stan and Greta Patterson direct distance dialing, new ~elephone Pioneers of 
will be leaving for the microwave and cable America- Kermede Club. Museums of Canada. Monies will come from 
Powell River area where he systems to Queen Ch~!otte He headed the develop: 
will be employed as B.C. Is land commu.nl~les, ment of cross country ski Secretary of State.  
Tel's customer service e lec i ron ic  switcni..ng trails on• Kitsumkalum . 
manager. They have equipment at Houston, me Mountain and the Ferry 
resided in Terrace during upgrading of service to th I Island development which is 
the last 10 years where he point that 81 percent o still in the planning stages. 
was district manager for residents now have in- He was • the<first person to 
B.C. Tel and responsibleicr dividual line service with promote Kitsumkalum 
the area from Houston only a small number of Mountain as a winter 
through to and including the people still waiting for recreation area and he did a 
Queen Charlotte Islands. service and further ira: great deal of surveying and 
During Patterson's tay provemeni n q ua~y. ox studying of the mountain 
herebe has seen the number television feeds to _t~..m.ce including the layout of the 
.~ .of telephones .,:.in;~ser~ce; .Rupert ~-'and''~¢, ,uu~ey. ~ existing rope tow. ' -" 
increase from 12,0S0. to Valley and the oringing in ox He was a member of the 
27,737. New telephone ex- three' live television Thornhfll Golf and Country 
cha~es have been installed channels for' cablevision Club and was formerly a 
at Aiyansh, Kemano, Kit- service to Terrace, Kitimaz member of the Terrace 
wanga, Port Simpson and and Prince Rupert. Curling Club. 
Lakelse Lake (later this Patterson was a member His wife, Greta, is well 
year), of the recreation corn- known and active in curling, 
Conversion of offices in mission and' president of golf and brid~e clubs and' 
Kitimat, Hazelton, Port Terrace Arena Association Mills Memor!al Hospital 
Clements and Stewart of- and was instrumental in the Auxiliary. 
rices from manual to  planning and building of the He has a daughter, Ann, 
automatic dial service has main portion of the arena who is employed ~it the 
• Royal Bank in Terrace, a 
daughter, Kathieen Casey, a
teacher at Clarence Michiel 
(cost approx imate ly  
$600,000) .  
He was  president of 
Terrace Rotary Club, 
resident of Terrace and 
strict Chamber of 
Commerce and president of 
Elementary School and .a 
son Robert, a chartered 
accountant living in Van- 
couver. 
SECOND YEAR 
also taken place while 
Patterson resided here. 
Patterson has seen the 
building of a major swit- 
ching centre in Terrace, 
first live TV serv!ce to 
Terrace, the introduction of 
College budget doubles;. 
outside programs grow 
last year to expand 
programs' in the com- 
munities outside Terrace, 
he said. 
The new budget will allow 
the college to further ex- 
pand its programs into the 
many communities in the 
college region. This ex- 
pansion will be facilitated 
by the addition of a coor- 
dinator for vocational and 
trades trainingprograms in 
communi t ies  outs ide 
Terrace; Provision has also 
been made in the budget for 
the hiring of additional 
instructors '
Northwest Community 
College oporating budget.for 
the fiscal year wbichbegan 
April1 has been set for 
~,088,941 which is up from 
last year's figure of 
$2,466,170. 
According to Dr. David 
Val George although .~e 
dollar increase is quite 
substantial, much of the 
increase falls in the sections 
of the budget funded 
completely by the province. 
He said last week, as a 
result, the local mill rate 
needed to support the 
college will be 1.4 mills, o nl.y 
a slight increase over me 
1.33 mills assessed for the 
1976-77 fiscal year. 
The provincial average 
mill rate for college support 
is 1.62 mills, which mea~s 
that taxpayers in the NCC 
region Will again this year 
be paying one of the lowest 
mill rates in the province for 
support of " college 
operations. 
The cost to local tax- 
payers of operating .the 
college will be _$537,700, an. 
increase over ~st  _year's 
cost of about $24,®0, George' 
says. *. 
The percentage' increase 
in the college's operating 
budget is 65 percent, ne 
says, but this is a 
i misleading figure since a 
verylarge proportion of the 
increase will be needed to 
i' pay rental on the. college 
facilities in Terrace. 
Rental has not previously 
been charged, George said, 
but this fiscal arrangement 
is essentially a boo~eeping 
manoeuvre in Vtctoria 
which will have no affect on 
the taxpayer. 
Another considerable 
portion of the increase in 
operating budget will be 
needed to continue the 
present level of operation of 
the college, he said, since 
the present level has been 
operative for only slightly 
more than half of the 
previous fiscal year• 
A number of new in- 
structors • and ad- 
ministrative personnel were 
hired in the summer and fall 
The first cookbook is be. 
lieved to be a Roman one 
called "Of Culinary Matters," 
written in the first century. 
College. 
In its first full year of 
operation, $15 full'time 
students were accepted into 
the uniquely'structured 
pro fess iona l  studies 
rogram, out of which 12 
II be  graduating. The 
program.is designed to 
provide ~orking native 
people witi~"-~ full year of 
un ive  rs;it~ t rans fer  
programmi~ng geared 
towards the needs of the 
people in the Deal com- 
munities. The students 
i-epresented a cross-section 
of the native community and 
came from about 12 dif- 
ferent villages. Classes 
'were held for one week 
every month during which 
the studentsexperienced 
intensive classes in political 
sc ience ,  Eng l i sh ,  
psychology and a wide 
variety of special seminars• 
Films from all over the 
world were used to augment 
the curriculum and the 
'~mvhasis was on native 
peoples in North America 
with particular reference to 
B.C. 
Many of the students in 
the first-year program have 
expressed a desire to con- 
tinue into the second year. ,~ 
new first-year class will also 
be selected for next Sep- 
tember. 
A 14 week seminar series 
designed for .people who 
could not attend a program 
was held in Kltamaat 
Village. Called "Aboriginal 
People and the Land", it 
focussed on the history of 
European contact, he effect 
of government institutions 
on native peoples, land 
claims and aboriginal rights 
and the history of the native 
litical movement. Well- 
own native leaders and 
authors were brought in to 
address the class, including 
George Manuel, past 
• president of the National 
Indian Brotherhood;  
Howard Adams, author of 
"Prison of Grass"; mem- 
bers of the Dene Indian 
Brotherhood of the Nor- 
thwest Territories; Ray 
Jones, chairman of the 
Gitksan-Carrier Tribal 
Council and James Gosnell, 
resident of the Nishga 
ibal Council. 
Marvin is cui'rentlY 
preparing an edited book of 
readings for this course and 
it is expected that the course 
• will run in a number of 
,.enters imultaneously ne~t students that is necessary if 
year. the program is to be a real 
Non'credit worksho~ in success. 
land claims and aboriginal " , we did not 
rights, family law, native reach out nearly enough to 
womens' rights, housing, north coast and remote 
counselling, oil pipelines communities, uch as Port 
and social organizations Simpson, MetlakatUt l 
were held in Kispiox, Kit- Kitkatla, Hartley Bay ann 
wanga, Kitimat, Terrace, Kincolith." 
New Aiyansh and Prince Internally the progran~s 
Rupert hroughout the year. went off relatively smoothly 
6 The program was not given the difficulties in 
without its shortcomings, communication and travel. 
however. "We faltered in. Important o note is that 
two very major areas," said the date for application to 
Marvin. "We could not the professional studies 
provide the travelling program has been extended 
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TheToyota Liftbacks are perfect examples of international styling. CelLc~ The Toyota Celica Liftback, the one that started itall, 
Classic blends of performance and visual design. All are built is race-rallye proven for endurance and performance.The engine 
' ~a ed ower and, with the rear seat folded toToyota's exacting standards, then exhaustively tested to provide is 2200 <~cs of concen t p . • ' aci of 277 cubic feet Numerous acces- ' you with some of the finest automobiles possible. • down, theresa load cap ~ty, .. , . . . . . . . .  
Corolla' The Toyota Corolla Lift.back is available with a 1600 cc sories allow you to tailor a uelica to your exac~ requ.~m~nu~. 
eng~ now, a brand new economic,~ 1200 cc powerplant. Interiors are luxurious and functional making it a value standout in 
Styling features include shooting brake design, a . ,= ....... ~ its class.The_ Toyota Lffibacks' An international. 
split-back fold down rear seat which provides up to :~ j~ . ~l st~d.ard o! eXC~o~en ~, F~o~(~e~ee~Oumr~ll~e~ty ' At 
27.T cubic feet of usable rear cargo space. ~-speed ,;r~V.~,~rv~',~i.~.i~e / m~sucpnc~,~o; .~,  , 
overdrive, or automatic transmission a~d ome, r ~ ,'~-.~:,,.~ <J j.~J".~/L~  ~JJ'fJ~r:/.a | U.~Ut~l.au, Ju .l ,~L~,..,,~,...,-:,..j 
o=e  ono  on i TOYOTA 
the mot::tel, for you to build your peneccc~ ~. ,~.  ,~= ~ ~,~,,<oo~ . . . . . . .  
LIFrBACKS.TERmFlC! 
TERRACE MOTORS LTD. 
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:::: . ?3 
" :: m ics  deepen recess ion  ? : '  Carter econo  ,, the  hera ld  
ii! 6d CNA Terrace " 635"6357111 ' 
:::: Kit]mat" • - 632 .5706 ~ cripple efforts to escape other countries and the. but only if there are In trying to work cut a A special factor in the 
, i  i!i ii!! f rom in ternat iona l  Carter admin:-~iration is voluntary restraints on the compromise between the auto rebate case is that the 
economic recession, considering a less generous number of such autos ent o conflicting factors in the president places great 
::.:li! Published.by . i:i'iill Foreign observers were approach for them. the United States. Such auto rebate issue, Carter is nnportance on getting his 
given new grounds for such The problem for US trade restrictions would be caughtsquarely between his basic energy program ~:i: Sterling Pubhshers Ltd. iil fearwhen Carter announceu policymakers is that the unpopular abroad and would fellow leaders and domestic through~Congress 
as part of his energy large numbers of Japanese rinse calls for retaliation, forces. l~inance ministers of the 
i ~,Jbltshed eveFy weekday at3212 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. A i!~ package, that he will give and British cars imported the other proposal is to Hehas already been hit by International Monetary 
member ofVarified Circulation. Authorized as second class ~ rebates on highKnileage i,to the United States licit rebates on any one strong criticism from labour Fund have issueo • a 
. mail. Registration number 1201. Postage paid in cash, return ~ autos while imposing generally provide better country's products to the unions and influential collective appeal for all 
postage guaranteed. ~ special taxes on sliCes that mileage than U.S. products, amount of taxes imposed on congressmen for refusinlg to  parties to strongly r~ist 
• :~ provide comparatively few A simple extension of the that country's low-mileage impose quotas on shoe Protectionist.forces and a 
' IADVERTIS INO MANAGER PUBLISHER I! miles to the gallon, rebate plan to such imports p roducls. , import~ from low-wage' similar, declaration may 
";:~i KAYE EHSE$ GORDON W. HAMILTON i~ this weekend, they will be The reason for foreign could thus be. viewed by But since so many of the countries, emerge trom the London 
watching closely to gauge concern is that the rebate Congress as an action that imports are higher-mileage ' Instead, he has tried to summit. 
!!i i NOTE OF COPYRIGHT ~!~i the depth of his commitment plan would apply initially would tend to help the autos, that would mean their appease domestic forces The question is whether 
.... to freer international trade, only to autos produced in the imports gain a greater i'ebates would be lower than with an aid program to help such declarations will pull The Herald retains full, complete and sole copyright In any i~ 
~ edvertisement produced and.or editorial or photographic ~ The fear is that the new United States and Canada, share of U.S. sales, rebates on U.S. autos and d o m e s t i c s h. o e any weight with 
content published in the Herald. Reproduction Is not iiii U.S. administration, by which have an integrated Yet' the suggested U.S. consumers would be manufacturers adjust to the congressmen and labour 
~.. Permlffed without he wriffen permisslon of the Publisher. iii! bowing to protectionist auto industry, corrective measures have dicouraged from buying imports, lalxmr spokesmen leaders who see jobs in their 
=================================================================================================================================== forces, will involuntarily Special negotiations their own problems, them. It would be just a Say such adjustment areas lost because of 
spark a series of retaliatory would be necessary to One proposal is to apply more subtle trade programs are almost imports. 
trade restrictions that will extend the rebate plan to the rebate plan to imports, restriction, useless. 
W el' c o m e ;~::...~::..~.~.~.~:::::::::.~.:::::::::~..:::::~::~::~....~.::..:~:..:~..~:~:~:.~:..;~:::~:~:~;:::::::::.....~;::::::::~.~::..:::....::::....:::.~....~..:...~....~.....~.....~.~.::::..:::~::.....~.:::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:  uest editorial. 
to our  dai ly  Float ing convent ion 
Welcome to the first edition of the New "Dal ly"  best pti Herald. seen as o on 
• ~ For 69 years, the Herald has served residents Of 
~he Terrace.Kitimaf area with a weekly digest of by Joe Banyay other areas sharing era" board the ship are provided ~ 
; news, sporP~, editorial comment and community . The North Central problems is the annualS" es part of the eharter fee, we 
"* information. This newspaper has a proud history of . Municipal Association is an North Central Municipal are accepting donations 
organization of about 35 Association conference, i from the local business 
• i involvement with the community. It has provided a municipalities and Regional Each spring this con- I community to offset general , 
forum for discu,~sion of residents' concerns and, 'Districts ranging from 100 .ference is hinted by a, costs. 
more than once, has led the fight on Issues which Mile House to the Yuko~ municipality within our The response by the local , 
i affect the people of the Skeena region, border and from McBride region with the host City businesses has.  been 
! Today, we have taken another Iclg step on behalf west to the Queen Charlotte accepting both financialand gratifying and the fund i l  i of the Terrace.Kitimat area. As a daily newspaper, Islands. Since its inception 'organizational respon- drive most successful. 
the Herald will be able to provide informatio, on over 15 years ago it has sibility for many aspects of Much has been made' of ' 
!i local, national and international events more continued to grow both in thecon~erenee. Kiflmathas the offer by Kttlmat 
!I quickly and more completely.. An expansion of jointnumbers and influence, as a ~ l ~for repre en- conferencen°t hostedfor the12 years.NCMAAs Pipeline to offset he cost o f t h e  conference, by up to 
editorial staff will enable us to cover community fatten senior levels of we have traditionally taken $25,000. This is a very 
!I events ~nd concerns more thoroughly than ever government and as an arena a leadership role in the generous offer, but quite , 
i ; before. Through polls, interviews and leflers to the for discussion of topics of NCMA it became in- ~roportiouate in view of 
editor, it is our hope that the Herald will enable mutual interest, creasingly obvious that 19'r/: donations from other local 
Skeena area residents to talk to each other and' Municipal government is was our turn. ' businesses. 
i l become more invol~ed with the Interests and a creature of the province When your council ac- The coifference on the ship 
and, as such, is controlled cepted responsibility for the wil l  also permit the 
concerns of ÷heir neighbours, by provincial legislation in 1977 cmfferenee, we were delegates from coastal and 
The introduction of a dally newspaper is ari the form of the Municipal aware of the dfl]lcu]Ues interior communities to 
investment in the future of "Terrace and Kitimat Act. Changes and revisions iavdved in brbging alp clearly understand the 
We have taken this initiative because, despite to this act aro brought about proximately 250 delegates to potential of the scenic high- 
economic difficulties and unemployment, we have mainly by recom- our town, accommbdating way along the northern 
faith in the future of these communities and mendations from municipal them here, providing suf-: coast and its imj~act on .our 
because we believe that you deserve the.benefits governments. As we share fleientmeeting and seminar economy, as weu as a vzew 
many common concerns "areas and provi "cling the of any environmentally 
thi~ expanded service will bring, with other northern amenities to make the sensitive areas along the 
A daily newspaper is also an indication that our municipalities it is im- conference a su~ceu, propped tanker route. The i~ 
c~mmunity has matured-that it has achieved new .. INSTRUMENTAL WINNERS - 12th Reay, Rachel ~won t~,  Emerson porta.nt that we .take ~¢ Long before the deeblon extra day sailing to Dixon ~' " 
status as an established and vital part of British " " r . .-.- , . -- unt~e~ approac ana spea was made to book the Entrance and down Prin- , Annual Music Festival students a e Medical Clinic Scholarship as the most .~th .  ~-mmnn v~i,.,, 
• ani . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "Princess Patrlcia" the eipe Channel was made 
. Columbia. " (left to right) Wendy .Sharpies, M promising mstrumentahst. One of the most effective, alternative of having some possible by the contribution 
, ' Yes, we believe #hat you are ready for a daily Singh, Margaret McDaniel and Rachel means of communication delegates stay in Tertaes o f  Kitimat Pipeline. 
:. newspaper of your own. One that reflects your ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: with .elected p~__ple from and at the hotzpriugs was general participation of the 
interests and your needs. Cleaver  rece ives sticky respons-e "''°'"' , ,e lud ing  loeai lmid~osseommtmity, In fact, we are so confident ~hat this newspaper providing some sort of bus which has realized the 
will succeed as a daily that we have decided to transportation to and from dgniflcant long term ira- 
provide it free to residents of Terrace and Kitimaf Kitimat. The complex piteattons of this convention 
r ~- W fo on. month, e want you to have a chance to VANCOUVER CP - With the Youth for Christ his speech before 1,500 Lee said in'an interview timing and logistics Of a on the Princess Patrlcla as 
look it over, to evaluate it, and to enioY if. white, gooey cream running campaign about his people after a short fo]lowingthe pie attack that conference spread over 40 an ideal opportunity to. 
down h is  face, Eldridge conversion to Christianity. intermission, said: " I  Cleaver has turned his hack miles, as well as the promote Kiflmat as a 
During this time, we hope that you wil l  feel free Cleaver joked that he . The pie was thrown by haven't met one single on his former comrades - financial burden caused by business and industrial 
to send us your opinions and suggestions so that we seemed "to have changed Frank Lee, 25, of person . I don't love, "many of whom have been extra uncontrollable ex- esntroof thenorth has made 
can improve our coverage of the news 10 meet your colour" shortly after hvcvg Vancouver, a member of a mcluding the pieman. I will killed, beaten or jailed in the penses (such as busing to it  all po~ible. 
wishes. We wlll also welcome your comments on a cream pie thrown in his group called the Anarchist remember him everqxay in US" - and now that he has Terrace) convinced us to In many ways, the 1977 
i. the issues of the day through what we hol~e will face Saturday night during. Party of Canada. my prayers." . • returned to the US to face abandon this plan. NCMA conference will be 
become a lively "Leffers ~othe Editor" column, his speech to a religious Groucho-Marxist, Lee He did not lay charges trial he has suddenly Similarly, the benefits of the normal business con-. 
We make a commitment to provide the kirid of gathering, said later that his act was against Lee. converted to Christianity. hosting a conference on terence with enlightening 
Cleaver, the former Black one way of pointing out to C leaver  sak fhh is  "He's just trying to save board ship became very seminars of vital eoncern to 
newspaper that this region deserves. In the next Panther revolutionary who people that Cleaver's conversion to Christianity his skin," added Lee. obvious. All delegates would all of northern B.C., but we 
month , as you receive your free dally edition, spent eivht years as a conversion and his adions has drawn derision and Benno Friesen PC -\ be together for the entire are convinced that this 
watch our gradual change, expansion, and fugitive in exile because of since returning to the United scorn from his former Surrey-Whiterock, who was fourdays, allguestspeakem year's conference will offer 
improvement tothe level of journalism that today's charges he faced in the States are not well received friends and love and in the audience Saturday, and seminar leaders would much more towards' 
!'~ concerns demand. The effort will become apparent United States, was speaking by everyone, understanding "from my said he p.ersonnally a~ec] be easily accessible to these developing an awareness in
,' as the time unfolds, to agatheringspousoredby Cleaver, who continued Christian brothers and Immigration Minister uua in attendance and most. the north of Kitimat's 
. . . .  sisters." Cullen to allow Cleaver into important, it would give potential as a. port and 
". . • He told his audience he Canada for the meeting., elected representatives, understanding, of northern 
s -e t l t -h t  : has been accused of being a "I myself have the same guest speakers and mere- tra~portation problems. 
t~,i ' " IUS[ I I~SS M' ~ ! CIAagent, an FBI agent and commitments to Christ as hers of the provincial and .The cost to the KiUmat 
, i of "pretending a conversion Eldridge," said the federal government as well taxpayer will be the same as 
~ Federal g o v e r n m e n t  aids i n  c o n v e r s i o n   , t°influencethecoming up.jUry°amy Conservative 1. as members of the news for every other out-of-town 
"There have been so 
Friesen, a member of the media the opportunity osee conference --  your 
Evangelical Free Church, first hand the water tran- delegates will have 
LenMarchand announced Arrangements to ad- reimbursement of 50 per- associations, many charges that they said "the old Eldridge sportation route along the travelling expenses to 
recently that the federal minister claims subndtted cent of the total spent on the The federal government can't all be true." Cleaver was not that west coast. Vancouver and return plus 
t government will provide by individual workers are purchase of necessary new proposes to allow these Cleaver is scheduled to popular but that was the old Financial arrangements" ~ per day for each night 
". assistance toworkers whose being worked out by Metric metric tools. The program concessions for a four year appear in court May 9 on a one and the public has the for the convention are very away paid by the District of 
i emp!o~ers require them to Commiss ion  Canada.  will continue for at least period commencing April 1, charge of assault with intent right to See the new similar to those for other Kitinuit. The benefits to the 
. provide their own tools, Details on how to apply, as  four years, to coincide with, 1977. At the end o f  that to kill in connection with a Eldddge." conferences, that fs, taxpayer could be far. 
" when those tools have to be well as claim forms, will be the national program of period', it is expected that confrontation between Cleaver stayed at the delegates bear a ms|or rea~ and dramatic but 
duplicated because of provided through the local: guideline dates for metric virtually all retail scales police and Black Panthers Friesen home Saturday share of the cost with each~ we adniit, still to be seen. 
metric conversion, offices of Canada Manpower conversion in Canada. will have been converted or m Oakland, California, in night and flew back to the person attending pay'rag for We, your council, ask your 
! Marchand also announced by September 1, 1977. To encourage orderly replaced. 1968. US on Sunday. his-her berth and meals just ~Pi~o.rt and understanding 
,that assistance for Canada's Claims may be retroactive metric conversion among . . . .  as if the conference were m un?.umque op~rtunity. 
: retail industry is being to April 1, 1977. the tens of thousands of ~ MLA/S report held in a Hotel. In previous "t~e eslegutes of this con- 
"This will affect those ference will be in our town , proposed for the conversion small businesses seging at conferences ,  loca l  
of scales or weighing employed primarily in retail, thefederalgovern- P bit h i g lated businesses contributed by onMayl3. Weaskyouto  
' devices to metric, small businesses, such as merit proposes to exempt U C e a r  n s s hosting dinners or special welcome them and join us in 
from payment of federal events, bttt as well me.Ms en our promotion of Kitimat. . . . .  T h e p r i n c i p 1 e motor repair shops, 
beneficiaries of these metric refrigeration and major sa]es tax any paris recruited 
conversion assistance appliance service depots." for the metric convermon of for food prices committee Liberal accused 
programs will be small : "It is the result of weighing devices. 
business and labour," he :cooperation betweenMetric Parts which are not 
said. Commission Canada nd the tariffs and their effect on lowering productivity to' 
employ 140,000 workers. produced in Canada wfll be byCyrilM. Shelford f To y spying many and diverse ~oups allowed entry duty free. The Agricultural"Cam-. our producers and con- 
who are assisting m the For me purchase of new mittee of which I'm a Burners. We o r 
orderly investigation, ~ metric scales, the federal member will hold public One thing is clear, there is simply can't afford to ignore 
i planning, scheduling and government will forego 50 hearingsin 15centres in the. no point in saving our far- this any longer and ~'ANc0]JVER CP - The of Formby sittlng at back of 
; tmplementation of metric percentof the federal sales province. We~xpect them to mland ff foreign supply governments at all levels, only member of the public the meeting room he rese to 
, iill conversion in Canada," tax and allow write-off of last two days in each area. destroys our productmn will have to come to grips excluded from the K~deral his feet on a point of, Order.~ 
Marchand said. such acquisitions in one and hopefully a lot of good units as is happening at the with this problem or this Progressive Conservative Accusing the, Liberal 
' i party's public caucus ~y of "riding on' the • The program is a response yea. under the Income Tax advice~fll come from many present ime. I ve pointed trend will accelerate. The 
to proposals by orgardzed Act. sources: The four ~reas we out many times if we loose federal government and the, meeting here Saturday was mcgs of the Coimervative' 
i labour and industrial "These concessions will will be considering will be: our Freductlon units we will provinces will. have to Tony Formby, special party" in an attempt to steal 
not only assist retailers in' policy that ,will reverse the Ran Bastard. the meeting be dosed to 
management. The sC.s?adti~n 1) Land for the future, also loose our nation, develop a wage and salary assistant to Jtmflce Minister ideas, Brlsco demanded that 
Labour Congre , e making the conversion, but How much will be required Our most ~hallenging present trend of the spread Formby didn't try to eve  r y o n e e xc e p t 
I Canadian Manufacturers will also help to minimize for the production of food. area [or your government to getting reater between the attract attention to himself Conservat ivq  par ty  
Association, the Federatiox, the costs to the consumer," 2) MarkeUng boards and face up to is our starting high paid wage and sal~y anddidn'tplan tocreate any members and those who • 
of Automobile Dealer Marchand said. their affect on the producer increases in costs' of all levels compared to the disturbance, • but ' the wished to present briefs. I THERE MUST BE AN Associations and many This assistance program and consumer, kinds, making it difficult for lower bracket. The method presence of the Liberal The motion was passed 
other interested groups responds to representations 3) The marketing and industry to compete on 
I J=~SI[~R WAY. ~ made representations, received from the Retail nuyingpolicies ofthe major foreign markets. Already of percentage increases will. government minister's aide unanimously, Formby left, was.too uch foe some of but the news media was 
i i ~e plan will allow em- Council of Canada, The food chains compared to this year in Canada enough have to stop and dollar in- the' conservatives in permitted to remain. 
"~.Check lights regularly, ployees who are required to C a n a d i a n G r o c e r y. A~.berta and the northw'e.~t businesses have left Canada' creases which will favour attendance.. Formby 8aid later he was :,, 
own tools a~ a condition of Distributors Institute and a U.S. due to high interest rates,' the lower income groups KV~en Bob Brlsco. PC - puzzled at the party's 
.. ~ . . . . . . .  _ employment to claim number of other retail 4) Fo~.eign supply and high labour costs and, ;will have to be developed, oo~enaywestcaugnta~gnt.._a_ctions. . 
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WORLD TOURS 
THE FIJI ISLANDS 
| 
[4 , A i r  
..1 
SPEND 17 GL ORIOUS DAYS IN FIJI 
oompliments of 
WORLD TOURS, CP AIR & NEW QUADRA TRAVEL 
...~:" i~ '.. 
THIS.DRAW AND. MAHY MORE WILL BE HELD AT THE 
t 
TERRACE AND DISTRICT JAYCEES 
Pacific Northwest 
Trades Fair 
MAY 21,- 22- 23, 197"/ 
*OTHER DRAW PRIZES INOLUDE: 
60U, FT. KENMORE MIOROWAVE OVEN 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~o~ from SIMPSON SEARS • . . lo J~.~.- '~b ~ ~ '~c~ .~, ~-~, , r  ,-,: . ~ *~ • 
LADLES' OR MEN'S MADE-TO-MEASURE SUiT 
from TAVLOR'S MEN'S WEAR 
AMBASSADOR 7000 SALMON*REEL WITH A 
HARDY 10-10 SALMOH ROD 
EXHIBITORS INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE 
by writing to: 
' THE TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT JAYCEES 
BOX 27,- TERRACE, B,C. 
or by phoning: 
635-3863 - DAYTIME 
635-3823- EVENINGS 
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• Ricci-Johannesen to perform 
May 5 6 & 7 Drama j at REM Lee  Th -ntre 
er r  REMLEETHEATRE J u b i l e e |  T ace C°ncer t  Mead°wbr°°k' vane°uver' • °UT T' v' G T in t''°seas°= f°r cities Aes~iat!on prese ts with Ambler (Temple Uni er- CANADIAN PIANIS as well as recording for the 
: ' rouen p~easure ttuggiero sity) and St. Louis Festivals Audrey Johannesenbegan Canadian Broadcasting 
Riccz in concert Tuesday, and in between studying the pianoat the age Corporation. She was one of 
May 3, 1977 at the R.E.M. engagements ook off for of five in her native Canada the first pianists invited to 
Lee Theatre at 8:15 p.m. Europe where he stonved in and. gave her first public provide fiaaster classes at 
Ricei, one of the woi'ld's France,  Yugos|/tvia,  recital at the age of 12. In the renownea ~nawnigan 
greatest violinists is a Greece, lta]~ and Canada, she studied with Summer School of the Arts 
virtuoso of extraordinary Luxembourg for a - summer Frances England, Lyel in Britisi~Columbia. 
gifts. He will be ac- tour of festival cities. Gustin and Max Pirani. She Irene Watt, boasting a 
rich background in theatre, 
will adjudicate Drama 
Jubilee, the Skeena Zone 
Drama Festival, playing in 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
May 5, 6, 7 at 8p.m. She will 
bestow the festivalawards 
and choose the play to 
represent the Skeena Zone 
at the Provincial Drama 
Festival in Kelowna. 
Thursday, May  5 
Caledonia Players 77 
present "Chamber Music" - 
a meeting of misfits in a 
mental institution and 
Terrace Little Theatre does 
"Silver Wedding." - a scene 
from a marrmge. Also 
featured is the Terrace 
Recorder Group. 
Friday, May  6 Prince 
Rupert North West Players 
perform "Butterflies Are 
Free" - the story of the 
change in a blind boy's life. 
Saturday, May 7 Terrace 
Little Theatre presents 
"Adaptation" - a TV quiz 
show of life and '~ter  
Antietam" - a period piece 
about the Civtl War. The 
Terrace Community Choir 
will also perform. 
Festival awards will be 
distributed Saturday 
evening. Along with the 
Kitimat Centennial Com- 
mittee award for the best 
play are the Royal Bank 
best director award, 
Terrace Chamber of 
Commerce best actor 
award, Terrace Little 
Theatre trophy for best 
actress, the Heinz Lehmann 
Jewellers trophy for the best 
supporting actor, the 
Terrace Co'op trophy to the 
best supporting actress and 
the Price-Skeena Forest 
Products award for the best 
visual production. Cer- 
tificates of merit designed 
by local artist Jack hep- 
pelwhite are given to all 
winners. 
As adjudicater, Irene 
Watts will be faced with 
many difficult decisions but 
she is well qualified for the 
job. At present she is 
associate director of the 
Vancouver Jabberwocky 
Theatre. She is also in 
charge of professional 
performances and the 
workshop touring company. 
Prior to coming to B.C. last 
September she was active in 
Edmonton 's  Citadel 
Theatre. She holds a 
government of Alberta 
Achievement Award for 
services to drama. Drama 
Jubilee is fortunate to have 
someone of her calibre to 
adjudicate itsplays. 
Just what does the ad- 
judicator do? She becomeg 
~he voice of the audience 
commenting on the plays 
from a technical and acting 
point of view each evening. 
She offers those on stage 
constructive criticism of 
their performance thus 
hoping to improve future' 
productions for greater 
enjoyment by the audience. 
Often the comments of the 
I'ts up to 
OTTAWA CP - A sprit in 
the United States Federal 
Power Commission over 
who should build a natural 
gthas pipeline from the north 
rows the issue into the lap 
of • the Canadian 
'government, he president 
of Canadian Arctic Gas 
Pipeline Ltd. said Monday. 
Vern Horte said that in 
effect he United States has 
said it will accept either the 
Arctic Gas project o.r a rival 
pipeline proposal from 
Mcau Pipeline Co., of which 
the Calgary-based Foothills 
Pipe Lines Ltd. is a partner. 
The decision ow must be 
based on which of the 
proposals makes the most 
sense for Canada nd Horte 
said be is sure his company 
can show its project to be 
superiour. 
Arctic Gas plans a joint 
pipeline mowng Alaskan 
and Mackenzie River delta 
while Foothills wants 
separate lines for the two 
areas. 
. .A  . .~ 
:~ ~ ~ .;;~ ;•!,:i 
"i ? . 
Vi ] ~ :~:~ 
~.~ i ;  
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AFTER ANT IETAM- -  Betty-Ann Burch and Deug Xenis perform in the 
Terrace Little Theatre production of a brief encounter between two 
people during the American Civil War. Xenis plays a soldier who is sent 
out to find a woman for his commanding officer. He likes her and must 
choose between duty and his true feelings. 
adjudicator are just as 
entertaining as the plays 
themselves. Drama, unlike 
many other hobbies and 
forms of entertainment 
requires au audience. In this. 
regard performers and 
technicians plus the 
audience make up the 
largest recreation group in 
the province. 
STAGE SPOTLIGHT 
"After Antietam,' written 
by Leonard Angel and 
directed by Ken Morton is a 
~ riod piece centred around e American Civil War of 
1862. Betty Ann Burtch is a 
country woman and Doug 
genis  is a (~onfederate 
soldier. The scene is at 
Antietam following a battle 
the Confederates have lost. 
The soldier, sent out on a marriage vignette. The 
secret mission by his scene is a 25th anniversary 
general encounters a girl and the harsh reality of 
who is most sympathetic to what there is to celebrate. 
the Confederate cause and The audience will be able to 
would like to play a part in identify with many of the 
his secret mnsslon. Watch lines in the play. 
for an unexpected twist at 
the end of the play. This play 
was a production in the Du Terrace has been a city 
Maurier Drama Festival for 50 years. Drama Jubilee 
where it received high is named to mark this an- 
acclaim from the critics, niversary -- salutes Terrace 
Jan Macleod has designed and hopes you will come to 
the set assisted by Don Case the R.E.M. Lee Theatre to. 
and Marg Schneider. Don help celebrate. Tickets are 
Macleod is in charge of available at Terrace Sight 
lighting and Judi Condi and Sound, McCoil Realty, 
made the soldier's uniform. Terrace Library and at the 
door. Prices are $3 per 
"Silver Wedding", the  ticket or a 3-day pass for 
entry of director Molly $7.50. Students andseniors 
Nattress features Marg Van tickets are $2.50 and a 3-day 
Herd and Ken Morton in a pass tor $6. 
i iii i i i  i i i I 
SATURDAY, MAY 7th, 1977 9 A,M, to 12 Noon 
Skoona Junior Seeendary Gymnasium, 3411 Munroe, Terrace 
FOR SALE AS IS • F IRST  COME BASI  S 
WE HAVE: 
Hand Irons $2.00 each 
Singer Sewing Machines $60.00 each 
Spirit Duplicator $15.00 each 
School Desks (Bruited Number) $3.00 each 
Open to bid is the following miscellaneous equipment: 
1 new garage door - -  3 electric kitchen ranges - -  calculator 
electric adding machines - -  16 mm projectors - -  cassette recorder 
- -  drum set - -  Gestetner 
Items on Display and Bids taken on Saturday. Successful bidders to 
be notified.Monday, May 9lh, 197,7 . . . . .  
companied by Audrey 
Johannesen, a very fine 
Canadian pianist. 
Ruggiero Ricci seems 
incredibly young to have 
been more than 40 years 
before the public. Over this 
span his prodigious career 
has taken him to every 
continent on the globe, 
logging more than 3,000 
concert and recital 
triumphs. A consummate 
musician as well as a vir- 
tuoso f extraordinary gifts, 
Ricci will soon set another 
record of sorts when he 
plays two different 
~ rograms in seven concerts, uring the same season with 
the New York Philhar- 
monic. 
In the 70's, Ricei in- 
troduced the recently 
• d isdovered Pagan in i  
Number 4 to American 
audiences, on that occassion 
playing six concerts with the 
New York Philharmonic. 
His recording of the work 
with the Royal ,Philhar- 
monic Orchestra on the 
Columbia label was 
released simultaneously. In
the three years following 
this release, Ricci has 
l~erformed the work over 60 
mes.  
Ruggiero Ricci appears as 
guest artist with an im- 
posing list of orchestras 
around the world year after 
year and offers many recital 
progran~s, as well. 
Recently, within a space of a 
few months, he played 46 
concerts in Australia nd in 
Buenos Aires at the famed 
Teatro Colon, played to 
standing room only for 10 
consecutive performances. 
Return engagements in 
West Germany found the 20 
concerts scheduled in 
several cities sold out a full 
year in advance. 
London 
responded with the same 
enthusiasm and behind the 
Iron Curtain, the artist won 
so many admirers that the - 
Soviet government invited 
him to return ior three more 
tours which, of course, were 
fantastic successes. Last 
year, Ricci repeated his 
successes at the 
Returning to the United 
States via Mexico City, 
Ruggiero Ricei stopped in 
several states as far apart 
as Indiana, California and 
Washington before hopping 
over to England and 
Scotland for 12 engagements 
there. 
As a musical ambassador 
to remote parts of the world 
under State Department 
auspices, Ricci has received 
ja storm of bravos m 
Bengali, and he was carried 
through the streets of Accra 
in Ghana. Enthusiasm is 
equally overwhelming in the 
course of his staggering 
number of engagements i n 
the United States. 
As laudatory as any 
criticism is the comment 
from the prestigious 
William Mann of The Times 
of London who wrote: 
"-...the program was 
dedicated to the proposition 
that virtuoso violin music is 
neither vacuous nor dead. 
When Ricci is there to play, 
even Wien iawsk i : s  
'Variations on the Austrian 
National Anthem' inspires a
glorious musical ex- 
perience..." 
Ricci can be heard on a 
large number of London, 
Columbia and Decca 
records. 
• He plays a 1734 Guar- 
nerius, one of the finest 
instruments of the Cremuna 
School. 
REVUES 
"His tone was big and 
warm, his manner of 
playing elegant and 
eloquent and his fingers 
completely dependable...a 
dazzling performance." The 
New York Times 
"One could understand 
after these concerts why 
Ricei is the only violinist 
who programs all 24 of the 
Paganini caprices and why 
his old recordings of them 
has been the only one listed 
in the catalogues for the last 
20 years. He is simply the. 
only fiddler around who can 
play them." International 
Herald Tribune (Paris). 
"The greatest echnical 
wizard of the violin in our 
time." Record & Recordings 
(London). 
took her A.R.C.T. at the age 
of 15 and shortly afterwards For Concert Association 
went to London to continue~ members, admission is 
her studies at the Royal included in your season's 
Academy of Music where ticket. Any further in- 
she took her L.R.A.M. and formation and advance 
won most majorprizes and 
awards including the 
"McFarren Gold Medal". 
She appeared at the Royal 
Albert Hall and was 
resented to Queen 
lizabeth. 
She then continued her 
studies in Belgium at the 
Conservatoire Royal de 
Musique in Brussels with 
Eduardo del Pueyo, the 
great Spanish pianist. It was 
here that Audrey Johnn- 
nesen undertook the task of 
recommeneing the stud~' of 
a new technique practiced 
by del Pueyo and created by 
Marie Jaell, a pupil of Franz 
Liszt. After winning her 
"Premier Prix,' and the 
"Prix Van Cutsem", she 
toured Italy and returned to 
Canada, performing over 
100 concerts in recitals and 
with symphony orchestras 
i 
tickets tO other interested 
people, please phone Skip 
Bergsma t 635-5024. 
Good 
Luck  
l le ra ld l  
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Plan to attend the Parade of Stallions at 
Copper River Riding Arena on May 8th, 1977 
at 12 noon. Anyone wishing to sell a horse 
can book them prior to date. 
Please contact 
Mr. Leo DeJong 
c/o McEwan Motors 
. . . . . . . . . . .  635-.4941,..~ . . . . . . . . .  ,~ . . . . . .  ~ ¢ ,..:.,~,~,~,~:. 
635-3065-  Home 
Sponsored  by  the 
Terrace Quarter  Horse Club 
Chris Sanderson wanted nothim  more 
than to ride the waves, u 
He 8or action. 
N'mgam h lped Chris set sail. 
For years, Chris Sanderson ate, drank money. That's our business at Niagara. things you really want is a thing called 
and slept sailboats. Other people's sail- Money for a new car, home improve- money, come in and sit down with the 
boats. This }'ear, thanks to Niagara, Chris ments, mortgage money, money for your peopleyou've come to k,ow at Niagara. 
is atthehelm of his own twenty-six footer, child's education or if you're like Chris We'll show yea how putting your money 
NiagaraknowsatotaboutChri~Sander- Sanderson, money to capture the wind. into action can put  the  wind hack into 
son's wants. We also know a lot about if what stands between you and the your sails, r ' '  "~1 
NIAGARA/  : , 
' lA,ansi M()rt~,a.~,Salcsfinanclng. 
Mo.cy i .acdo . .  
I I 
f~ l lO  
C'mon a long  " 
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If you're looking for supersavings 
on the most famous ewing machines 
in the world, c'mon along. 
If  you're looking for supersavings 
on handy sewing notions and fine 
fashion fabrics, c'mon along. 
If  you're looking for supersavings 
on power-packed vacuum cleaners, 
c'mon along. 
C'mon along to Sale-A-Thon. 
For supersavings on everything 
at Singer. 
The Diana* Electronic Machine 
Select your Stitch, touch a button and sew. Electronically ! 
No cams, no discs, no levers. Diana puts a complete 
selection of built-in zig.zag, stretch, straight and 
decorative stitches at your fingertip. Dianaa 
complete with carrying case. Reg. $649.95 T 
C'mon along to Sale-A-Thon! 
The Stylist* Stretch-Stitch Machine 
'this versatile machine gives you the sewing flexibility you 
want. No matter what the fabric, there's a stitch built-in 
to do the job. Our exclusive Flexi.Stitch* patterns work 
like a charm on today's knit and stretchy fabrics. 
"C'mon along to Sale-A-Thon" price 




The Fashion Mate* Zig-Zag Machine 
A practical, sew-anything machine, feature-packed for 
•'-.-value. Straight and zig-ug stitching plus 3 needle 
positions let you make buttonholes, ew on buttons, 
overedge and mend. . , 
"C'mon along to Sale-A-Thon" price 
i . t  
The Canister Vacuum with Powerhead 
Our Golden Glide* canister vacuum has teamed up with 
our Carpet Partner* powerhead to bring you outstanding 
cleaning,efficiency ! A motor-driven revolving brush, 
pile and suction controls and a triple filter system give 
you deep-down cleaning power on any carpet. 
Plus, a deluxe set of attachments. 
. • ml  I I  . _ 
I" 
'l/ 
4717 Lakelse Terrace, B.C. 
(Caning ease or c'~binet xtra) [. 
SUPERSAVINGS 
ON 




AS LOW AS 
EVERYTHING! 20% OFF All Sewing Notions 
• This week only ! A once-in-a Sale-A-Then chance for you 
to stock up on everything you need to sew. At 
supe~avings t Whether it's scissors, needles, thread, 
zippers, buttons, thimbles or any of hundreds of sewing 
~.~ , ,, notions and aids - -  you'll find them all at Singer. And 
: ;: what's even better, you'll find them all at 20% OFF ! 
( 
ING 
Sewing Centres and participating Approved Dealers 
• Trademark of Singer Company of Canada Ltd. 





LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCEON YOUR SEWING 
MACHINE REGARDLESS OF MAKE OR AGE. ~ 
q 
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TO AMAZING CANADIEN$ 
Every  game seems a challeng'e 
_ By GLENN COLE derstand, especially considering the Islanders tonight their next 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Steve the fact Montreal rolled to a 60- challenge. If they win, they 
Shutt says one of the reasons 8-12 record during the regular on to play Boston Brtdns. in t~e ° 
Montreal Canadiens have done season and have lost just once best-of-seven final. 
"We play a skating game, we so well during the 1976-77 Na- in eight games during this play a clean game," said Shutt. 
tional 'Hockey. League season y~ar's playoffs. 
The Canadiens, who lead their "All and playoffs is that every game the teams like to play 
they play represents a chal- best-of-seven semi-final set against us. Because of the-st~le 
lenge. 6 .against New York Islanders 3-1, we play, the teams, that play 
That may be difficult to tin- will try to make the conquest of against us are going to, play 
their best. 
"The reason we did so well is 
that we took. one game at a 
time this year. We don't worry 
about that we have to play 
Cleveland tonight and .that we 
are playing Boston in two 
weeks. We worry about playing 
Cleveland and then Boston. 
"We don't have any rookies 
coming in. The guys have been 
through it before and they know 
what's expected of them. There 
are no surprises. They know 
what they .are getting into." 
WANTS IT OVER WITH 
Shutt, like most members of 
the Canadiens, know~ the 
Islanders' comeback capabi- 
lities and wants .to get the 
series over with tonight. 
cided until sometime today. 
Nyrop pulled a muscle in his 
side last Thursday in  the third 
game of the seri,.s at Union- 
dale, N.Y. Bouchard suffered a 
shoulder separation in the first 
game• of Montreal's quarter-fi- 
nal set against St. Louis Blues 
April 11. 
"They like to come from be- The Canadiens used Brian 
hind. They are 'quite capable of Engblom to replace Nyrop in 
it. I really don't want to give the lineup Saturday night with 
them the chance. We are going Rick Chartr~w filling in as the 
to go out there and play s~:ared club's fourth: defenceman. 
to lose again." 
The Islanders may ' insert 
Team coach Scotty Bowman Glenn Resch as their starting 
said Monday defenceman Bill goaltender tonight in place ol 
Nyrop would not* play tonight Billy Smith. Reach saw his first 
and the status of defenceman playoff" action when he. replaced 
Pierre Bouchard will not be de- Smith in the third period of the 
game Saturday night. 
If the Canadians cannot meet 
the challenge of beating the 
Islanders tonight, a sixth game 
will be played in Uniondale 
Thursday. If Montreal wins, the 
first game of the finals is set 
for .the Forum Thursday night. 
WORLD CUP" 
Canada faces contest 
By GERRY SUTTON 
VIENNA (CP) - -The  world 
hockey championship gets down 
to serious business Wednesday 
with Canada going for a medal 
against three teams the Na- 
tional Hockey League players 
have yet to defeat. 
Is he serious about beating 
the Soviets who hammered Can- 
adaf11-1,1 in an earlier meeting? 
I didn't think we could 
beat them, I'd be going home 
right now," Esposito said. . 
It's going to be a tough battle 
for the Canadians, who finished 
Phil Esposito, captain 'and as- fourth in the first round-robin 
sistant coach of the Canadian portion of the tournament with 
team, said Monday after the rune points on a 4-2-1 record. 
club practiced for an hour: LOST TO SWEDEN 
"Everybody in Canada should Canada lost 4-2 to Sweden--an 
be behind us because this is empty-net goal decided that 
war." Es~sito, after a slow start in game--then was whipped by the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Soviets before battling defend- 
old veteran, who had 34 goals 
and 46 assists in 1976-77 with 
thing. We have to beat the 
ABANDONED HIGHWAY - The piers °of the old Copper River Bridge sti l l  stand although the deck has Swedes, we want to beat the 
• Czechs and we definitely want been torn down. The bridge served the northern highway route before Highway 16 was rerouted. ." to beat the Russians. 
.pos]~c 
the first round o f  the eight- 
country tournament, started to 
warm up for the top clubs after 
Canada defeated Romania 7.2 
Sunday. 
"We're just starting to be- 
come a team " said the 35-year- 
~,oals 
New York Rangers. 
"We want to prove some- 
ing champion Czechoslovaks to 
a 3-3 tie. Czechoslovakia trailed 
3-2 entering the final period but 
scored the tying goal on an of- 
fside play. 2 
The teams completed the first 
round-robin segment Monday, 
then were split into two divi- 
sions with the top  four clubs go- 
ing for medals and the bottom 
four battling for lower placings. 
Each team will play a single 
round-robin series in its own di- 
vision with all the points coun- 
ting in the final standings, al- 
though lower-placed teams 
won't be able to pass the top 
four clubs, 
Canada ~ will meet Sweden, 
surprise winners in the first 
half 0f the tournament, and the 
Soviet Union wil l  play the 
Czechoslovaks in the opening 
round- of the main group 
Wednesday. ., 
In opening-round games today 
in the lower level, Romania 
meets Finland and West Ger- 
many takes on the United 
States.. 
The'top ~oup returns to ac-  
tion Friday night with Sweden 
meeting Czechoslvakia nd Can- 
ada playing the Soviet Union. 
On Sunday, it's Canada against 
Czechoslovakia nd the Soviets 
against Sweden. 
Canada" is expected to be at  
full •strength for the game 
agair~st Sweden, except for Guy 
Charron who suffered torn knee 
ligaments early in the tourna- 
ment. 
. . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  AND PEREZ : ..... . . . . . . .  :: J~..::. b....,;.~i~.:: 2 ;. :'~!~ " 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Unen- 
cumbered by legal landmines 
for the first time since 1974, the 
National Football League col- 
lege draft opens today with run- 
ning back Ricky Bell expected 
to be the No. 1 selection. 
Tampa Bay, which suffered 
through a winless first season 
in the NFL last fall,' gets the 
draft's opening pick as reward 
for its 0-14 record. 
Coach JohnnMcKay, who was 
not used to losing during his 
days at the University of South- 
ern California, is expected to 
use that top pick to add Bell to 
the growing Florida chapter of 
the USC alumni association. 
During the winter, McKay 
signed Anthony Davis, another 
ex-USC running back who 
bought his way out of his con- 
tract with Toronto Argonauts 
after one disappointing season 
in the Canadian Football 
League. 
Bell is a 220-pound fullback 
and his heft makes him more 
attractive to Tampa Bay than 
Heisman Trophy winner Tony 
Pair of wise pros help Expos 
I i i  o 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  In the 
uneasy transition from a cham- 
pionship atmosphere to a team 
with less clout, Dave Cash and 
Tony Perez have made the 
change without missing a 
stroke. 
.They've slid into their new 
roles at Montreal with ease, 
providing strong performances 
on the field. As a bonus, both 
also are providing leadership, 
inspiration and quiet con- 
fidance. 
' "I don't think I'll have any 
problems--as long as I stay 
healthy and make sure ! can 
play every day," says Cash. 
"We have some great fans up 
in Montreal. We're playing in a 
fabulous new stadium ai~l~ ~fe 
all feel terrific about it. It's re- 
fleeted in our play." : , 
Of course, Cash also is happy 
about something else--his con- 
tract. Dissatisfied with the 
mone~ he was offered in Phila- 
delphia, he turned his back on 
TERRACE REDS AT PRACTICE the Phillies and jumped into the. 
lucrative free agent pool. He 
PRO DRAFT eventually came up with a 
. . . .  multi-year deal for $1.7 million 
with the Exvos. " 
NFL likely to choose Bell first " I 'm not '  especially 'glad to have left Philad lphia," he said
" I  had some very good friends 
there--and I thought we were 
Dorsett, Pitt's record-shattering No. 22 tn the rotation, on the verge of a dynasty. But, 
financially, ofncourse, it's better running back. But Dorsett will ~incinnati and Pittsburgh. for me. A man has pride. You 
not have to wait long to be both have 18 choices each in the don't want to give in to what's d,.afted. I4e will go early, per -12- round draft. The fewest not fair. And I wasn't being 
haps No. 2. choices, as usual, are the four treated fairly in Philadelphia." 
"I always have a posihve at- Seattle owns the second selec- selections going to Washington tion and the Seahawks have Redskins. 
been considering several op- 
tions besides Dorsett. Trade of- 
fers for the pick are pending 
but if they are rejected, general 
manager John Thompson and 
coach Jack Patera will have to 
decide on priorities. 
The draft class offers some 
impressive linemen such as of- 
fensive tackles 'Warren Bryant 
of Ke.ntucky and Marvin Powell 
of USC, and defe~isive ends 
Gary Jeter of USC and Eddie 
Edwards of Miami. 
HAS THREE PICKS 
Cincinnati has the most favor- 
able araft situation with three 
selections in the first, round. 
The Benga~s own the No. 3 pick 
as its payoff ,~rom Bt~falo for 
defensive end Sherman White, 
the No. 8 choice, acquired from 
Philadelphia for linebacker Bill 
Bergev. and their own selection, 
The Redskins are one of five 
teams who have no choices in 
the first round. The others, who 
must pay off old trades with 
opening-round picks, are Super 
Bowl champion Oakland, De- 
troit, Philadelphia and San 
Francisco. 
The labor agreement between 
the NFL Players' Association 
and management which cleared 
the way for the draft reduced 
the number of rounds to 12 
from 17. It also gave the draft a 
legal green light, something the 
NFL had not enjoyed since the 
last collective bargaining agree- 
ment expired three years ago. 
A total of 335 players will be 
chosen in the ~o-day draft with 
Houston losing "a middle'r°und 
selection as the price for a sign- 
ing-rules infraction last year. 
titude about everything, that I 
do," said Cash, a super|or sec- 
ond baseman who has been hit- 
ting over .300 since the start of 
the year. "We feel we can play 
good baseball here. Maybe we 
won t win a championship--but 
I feel every time we go out, we 
can beat a team on any given 
day." 
Perez, the other big-name 
athlete acquired by the Expos 
in the off-season to give them a 
new dimension and help draw 
crowds at mammoth Olympic 
Stadium, has ,picked up where 
he left off at Cincinnati. 
LEFT REDS 
The major league's leading 
run-producer among active 
players, Perez had knocked in 
1,028 runs for 'the Reds before 
leaving the defending World 
Series champions last Decem- 
t ,~ , .  
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Swedes in surprise 
in win over Russio 
VIENNA (CP)  - -  Sweden, The Americans, after trailing 
playing without' about 10 of 1-0, thrilled a crowd of 3,000 in 
their best hockey players who the Stadthalle by scoring twice 
are committed to professional wigan in a minute. Hynes, of 
contracts in North America, up-Rhode Island Reds of the Amer- 
set the Soviet Union 5-1 Monday ican Hockey League, and. Mil- 
Eto claim the first round of the ler, of the University of New: 
iworld hockey championships. Hampshire, were the scorers. 
The Czechs tied the score 2-2: 
The next stage ior the top and again the U.S. squad went 
four teams gets under way ahead, this time on a goal by i 
Wednesday night. Krieger. 
But after that the powerful 
A •crowd of-6~500 at the Stad-and well-drilled Czech team 
thalle saw. the gritty Swedes gradually took over. 
outskate the Russians through- The Americans have collected 
out to level t~eir standings at 12 only three points in seven! 
points off six wins L,~ seven games, but this was their best l 
games. The Swedes took first display of the tournament. ! 
place on the basis of Monday,'s : From the start the Americans~ 
victory. . " defended methodically, moving: 
But the Swedes earned top well to cutoff the Czechs' favor-i 
::spot and the chance to open the its attacking move, the long 
.'.."second phase of the round-robin pass down center ice. 
..'."championships against Canada The U.S. squad rode out a 
!ion ,qednesday while the Soviets penalty asainst •Russ Anderson 
::.meet Czechoslovakia. for elbowing, but immediately 
afterwards the Americans left: 
The  defendi l ,~ champ|on Jiri Novak too much room be- 
Czechoslovaks concluded the hind the net and he passed to: 
!initial round-robin phase of the Martinec, who scored. 
i tournament by having to hustle The Americans then started 
f.or a 6-3 victory over the United their comeback, Hynes def iec - !  
States. tinl~ a pass from Dave Debeli 
The Swedes surprised the So- while the Czechs were short-i 
viers with their hustle and beat handed, and then Miller eateh-i 
it hem to the puck through most ing goalie Jiri Holecek una-i 
~of the game, skating to period wares with ~ trewendous slapl 
leads of 1-0 and 3-0 and were up shot. 
4-0 before the Russians got on GOALIE SUPRISED 
the scoreboard. Hole.cek appeared to catch the 
Per Olov Brasar, Kent Eri/pack, but it spun out of his 
Andersson, Mas Ahlberg, Bengt glove and dropped over his 
Lundholm and Rold Edberg had shoulder into the net. 
the Swedish scoring while goal- In the last minute of the first 
tender Goran Hoegosta stopped period Krieger was penalized 
the Soviets c01d, including 'a for slashing. He still was in the 
penalty shot by veteran Alexan- penalty box at'or 14 seconds of 
der Maltsev in the second pc - the  second period when Hlinka! 
riod. , shot. between goalie Mike Cur-! 
Gennadi Tsygankov tallied ran's legs to lie the game 2-2. .~ 
he lone Soviet goal. ., 'The Americans again gained i~ 
The American squad also the upper hand when Delhi hit#i 
hreatened an  upset in their the post, regained possession.~ii 
~.ame and twice led in the con-and passed to Krieger for th~ .~iil 
;eat before fading to the Czech- score. "' 
osloVaks. Czechoslovakia evened the 
Ivan Hlinka, with two, Vladi- score again when Holik tipped 
mir Martinec, Jiri Holik, Milan in. a shot by Novak. 
Novy  and Peter Stastny were The game began to shift away 
the Czechoslovak. marksmen, from the Americans' because of: 
David Hynes, Bob  Miller and penalties. Two men were in the! 
box--Bob Paradise ~ for slashing! 
Bob Krieger replying for the and Jim McElmury for cross: 
U.S. 
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TERRACE.K IT IMAT SOCCER . season soccer action was held at 
errace's second game of the pro. Skeena Secondary Sunday. 
SAYS MAIR: 
New flexibility promised 
in Companies Act changes 
K. Rate Malt, Minister of this amendment. 
3onsumer and Corpdrate "The change will give 
~, f fa i rs ,  in t r 'oduced  British Columbia cur- 
leg is lat ion recent ly  porations the flexibility 
amending the British needed to- adequately 
Columbia Companies Act. finance their new programs, 
,,Themajoramendment," and put them in a more 
said Mr. Mair, "will auow competiti~,e position in. 
directors of British going to capital markets," 
Columbia reporti nl~. com- said the minister. '. 
panies the flexin,ky ~o Provisions in the present 
determine the dividend rate act allowing fo~ persons to 
and redemption provisions obtain financial assistance 
immediately prior to the from the company to pur- 
issue of the shares. At chase it, are improved and 
present this ean only be .  British Columbiacompenies 
done by calling a will now be permitf~! to 
shareholders meehng, often carry on business as a 
an awkward and expeusive trustee in bankruptcy, 
process for a company, under federal legislation. 
These special rights give.nh~ Previously, only individuals 
the directors are passe(] y could he so licenced in 
the shareholders of the British Columbia and this 
reality_ in Canada and we 
are pleased to make this 
small technical change in 
the Act," said Muir. 
CROSSWORD 
PUZZLE 
Am~S ~ M.hU~" 
1 Table item 41Udrie~ly 
| l~read~ dt~ look 
u ~  z compact 
part | .  B. Tddu 
U Roman I kv l s~nte  
Ustor~ ~ Pby¢~ 
u l~v feve s gmmlsted 
Irritant | Electrical 
l lO= d the udt 
ASea ~Aldn 
IS 8tumm S Batto~s 
11 GrL~co statistic 
trnxds~ ST~ 
~ Todhed Mrs. 
u P .~ umm~" 
substance zs Zest 
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GREAT WHITE HOPE? 
Un known poises to meet All 
SAN RAFAEL, Spain That is not the way when hereturns and gives 
Reuster - The great white Evangelista's former Cuban up his diet for a week, as he 
hope is a slum child who manager, Kid Tunero, doesafter every fight. 
puts his trust in the virgin thought. He told his pupil he As soon as Evangelists 
Mary and says that after the was not yet ready to meet made enough money box~_ g 
in Spain, he brought his 
fight of his.life he will spend tho champ. Evangelista mother, 15)year.old'brother 
a week eating ravioli cooked by mama. • and nine-year-old sister 
Six months ago, Alfredo 
Evangelista was rated No. 
30 by the World Boxing 
Council. Now he ranks 10th 
and on May 16, in Landover, 
Md., the  22.year-old 
Uruguayan-bom 
heavyweight hopes to take 
the world crown from 
Muhammed AlL 
It will be the' 18th, 
professional figh~ in the 
career of Evange~ sta, who 
got his muscles carrying 
meat and greens in markets 
of Uruguay and Argentina. 
He has won 16 and lost one. 
The defeat was to Italy's 
unrated Lorenzo Zamon last 
year. 
Whatever the outcome of 
the fight, he will collect only 
$7S,000 against Ali's p.urse 
estimated at $2.5 million. 
"I'm not fighting for ~e 
money, all I want is me 
world rifle," Evangelists 
says. For him even to figh. t
against All, the noxer n e 
most admires, is a triumph 
and the breakthrough he has 
long prayed for. 
• r ODA.Y  IS  ANSWER 
~l~lHiZiaiViVlVlV~ 
,,1V;', ',--~111-qlS~ 
IalOlV ~lnWgi  
dl~,_~ i~ IL IV I± IN I~Iu l  
~ IV IN I  I I~ i~ lO I  !1 
q l~ lq l~ iO Id IA l~ l  i l31 
| l  Weather- ~ Da~wood 
cock Bumstead's 
ZZ Toothed dog 
=Mosque ,French 
tower river 
=4 HuM out 3~ Brink 
P~ Ablebodied Sl Make 
company so that control could createsomeproblems 
remains in the hands of the where a large bankruptcy is N "-- Note 111 Travel me Ingress ~1~" =gent's ~ German ~ Make lace 
shareholders." concerned, zl Star in Lyre ~ffa-la~ dry =7 Sesame 
Similar provisions exist ,,Finaily,"saidMair,"we ] 
under the Canada Business have agowed B.C. tom- U~z=!  I' I' r I" ~ '  I'1 I' i 
Corporations Act"and"the"panies""who expand" .into =Take on Ito i I I i~1" I I I [ I 
Alberta, Manitoba and quebec to use the French aLSO I" I I I l~a ! I ! 
On=i, Companies Acts. e~oivalent of 'Limited, "=o~== I~111 Im'=l I I I I  
nr~. some con- 'Umitee', at the end of their 
There . . . . . .  - -~  P I I  ~"1 I ~ '  I I  sequential amendments to name. Th~s only recognizes 
other sections as a result of commercial and linguistic ~ Se= ~ [t~ I [ [~e .[ [ ~ ~ ] J 
= Mr. Pane- ~a  [~-] [ rf//~=~ I 
• I IMus icor  IzSl I I r~'~J zs T~ 
NOTIOE I =:, 
4OTICE iS HEREBY GIVEN that a Public ~ICtvUwrong I "1 I I~11 , ~ 
!earing will be held on proposed Land Use 
.ontract By-law Project No. ADP.02.5019. The , I:1 I I I I__._.._M;? 








Lot 3, District Lot 616, 
Range 5, Coast District, 
Plan 7753 
Street Address: 5300 Keith Avenue. 
rhe general intent of the proposed Land Use 
Contract between the District of Terrace and 
rerrace Industrial Park Limited is to provide for 
~he servicing on the perimeter roads around 
District Lot 616, namely Braun Street, Frank 
Street and Keith Avenue. 
The proposed Land Use Contract may be viewed 
by any and all persons requiring more specific 
information, during regular business hours at 
Ihe Municipal Hall. 
The Public Hearing will be held in the Municipal 
Council Chambers on Monday, May 9th, 1977 at 
l:O0' p.m. 
Any and all persons having an interest in the 
proposed Land Use Contract By.law Project No. 
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.now has a ;.ew manager, 
Spain's~Jose Maria Martin. 
Evangelists says he is 
confident his youth and 
fitness will : give ~ the 
necessary edge over Ali's 
experience, longer reach 
and faster footwork. To 
• make doubly sure of victory, 
he has had his silk robe 
blessed at a shrine of the 
Virgin May of Lourdes in his 
hometown, Montevideo. 
A gentle, long-haired 
giant with a soft handshake 
and a childlike smile, 
Evangelists may only have 
half his mind on All when 
they meet in the ring. 
over from Uruguay. He 
obtained S~nisb nationality 
a few Weeks ago and now 
owns two homes in SPain 
where he has been fighting 
for the last two years. 
His father Roque, a 447 
year-old wel l -searrea 
former smalltime boxer, 
remembers when Alfredo 
was born on Dec. 4, 1954. 
"He weighed five kilos - 11 
pounds. I just kissed his 
morner and told her 'we 
have a world champion 
here.' I believe God will 
grant me that wish." 
At that time the Married last year, 
Evangelists wants to fly Evangelistas lived in a two- 
backto adrid as soon as room asbestos shack in one 
suburbs of ~s ib le  after the fight of the' poor 
ause his wife Guedalupe Montevideo. 
is expecting their first child Roque now supervises his 
between May 15 and 20. son'straining inthe unlikely" 
His mother will be staying setting of a eaflmg cmo 
by his wife and preparing to beside a man made lake 35 
cook her son's favourite • miles from Madrid. 
food, gnocchi and ravioli, 
Brewers strongle 
Toronto) Blue Joys 
By MIKE BROWN 
TORONTO CP - Rookie 
right-hander Br ian Haas 
and twa relief pitchers 
combined on a five-hitter 
Monday night to lead 
Milwaukee Brewers to a 3-I 
American League baseball 
decision over Toronto Blue 
Jays. 
Haas, 1-1, gaining his first 
major league victory, was 
lifted after giving u his 
fourth hit with one out ~ the 
ninth inning. Bob MeClure 
and Bill Castro both came 
on in  the ninth, with 
McClure giving up two hits 
before being relieved by 
Castro, we retired the last 
two batters. 
Toronto starter Steve 
Hargan, 1-2, was in trouble 
from the beginning, gi.vini; 
up one run ~ the lirs~ and 
two in.the sixth, Hargan 
was relieved in the sixth by 
Jerry Johnson, who allowed 
three hits the rest of the 
way. 
Cecil Cooper led the l~-hit 
Brewers' attack with three 
singles and a double. His 
first inning tw~_b.ase .hit 
scored the first Milwau~es 
run. 
Ken MeMnllen also had a 
double, scoring one 
Milwaukee ,run in the two- 
run Brewers' sixth. He 
added two singles in his 
three other appearances. 
Otto Velez continued his 
hot hitting, gettin~ the only 
Toronto run with hm seventh 
homer, over the right -centre 
field fence in the seventh. 
HOW 
DAILY 
;OHOOL BISTRIOT NO, 88 (TERRRE) 
and 
NORTHWEST OOMMUNITf COLLEGE 
require a 
Part-time Co-ordinator of Adult Education 
in the Terrace Area 
The Co.ordinater is responsible to a Joint School 
Beard.collie Cumin/flea for the promotion, 
administratg)n and supervision of the Adult 
Education Programs in the Terrace Area. There 
may also be minor duties in relation to Con- 
tinuing Education Programs at Northwest 
Community College. 
Applicants should have the skills and experience 
necessary to develop and co.ordinate an Adult 
Education Program. Qualifications as a teacher 
are not necessary for this position. 
Thesalary to be paid is $8,000.00 ayear. 
Applicants please apply with resume and names 
of references by May 8, 1977 to: 
Mr. F.M. Hamilton 
District Superintendent 
• School District No. 
Box 460 
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Exclusive dealer in the northwest for Apollo bikes 
OCO CRAFTS 
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The Government of Canada has 
appointed Dr. Andrew Thompson to 
hold public hearings into the social, 
environmental nd other aspects of 
a deep sea oilport at Kit/mat, British 
Columbia, and into the broader 
concerns and issues related to oil 
tanker traffic on the west coast. 
Legion Hell, Kit/mat, B.C. / 
Wednesday, May 4,. 1977 
2.Sp.m. 7-10p.m. / 
/ 
The purpose of this preliminary 
hearing is to receive representation 
from interested persons on the 
following matters: The terms of 
reference and the scope of the 
inquiry • the procedures to be 
followed • the funding of the 
interested parties • the timing and 
places of formal hearings and of 
community hearings. 
Those wishing to make 
statements about the issues or 
submit evidence will be provided an 
opportunity to do so at a later stage 
in the inquiry. 
Prepare~t information about these 
matters may be obtained by 
telephoning the Inquiry collect at 
666-2251 in Vancouver or by writing 
to: Kit/mat OiI Port Inquiry 
8th Floor 549 Howe Street 
Vancouver, B,C. 
V6C2C6 
Dr, Andrew R. Thompson 
Commissioner 
Mr. Russell J. Anthony 
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1. Coming Events 
weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wil l  commence play each 
Tuesday night af 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For 
partnership or information 
phone 635-7356. (cff) 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesda.y, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 0 p.m. 
Phone 635-664!. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more, information phone 635- 
2847 or635-3023. 
Meeting - -  Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Ledge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purple) - 




Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John - 635.4419 or Jane - 635. 
4607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further information phone 635- 
3442. 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22,. 
Terrace, B.C. 
:Terrace Women's Institute will 
,be holding a Bazaar on 
Saturday, May 7 from 1 to 5 
'p.m. at the Terrace Co-up 
Shoppin~ Mall. (c5) 
DEFENSIVE 
DRIVING COURSE 
The next Defensive Driving 
sponsored by the Community 
Education Services in Terrace 
will begin on May 3 and con- 
tinue on May 5, 12 and 17, 1977. 
The classe~ are from 7:30 to 
9" 30 p.m. and are held in Room 
9 of the Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School. For 
registration phone 635-4931. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 




9. In Memor iam 
BELLAMY, Charlotte - May 8, 
1976 
Though we shall always love 
you, 
And in our hearts hold you dear, 
It comforts us to know 
You are where there is no fear. 
God in his wisdom 
AIw-;ys knows just w.hat to do, 
Others found their salvation, 
When he called for you. 
Praises unto the Lord 
We shall forever slng, 
For we know that together 
The Lord will alle~f us bring. 
So till we meet again, 
In God's home above, 
We shall always remember you, 
With all our love. 
The McKay's and Malor's. 
(p2) 
14. Business Personal 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con. 
tractlng. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635-5976or 638.1231. (ctf) 
14. Business Personal 
GENERAl. 
CONTRACTING 
We specialize in custom built 
cabinets, remodelling. Quality 
workmanship. Phone 635.5708 
Don, or 635-7004, days 635.3666. 
(p-2) 
DO IT NOW 
Handyman Services: Home 
Repairs, Painting, Odd Jobs 
around the house and grounds 





PART IC I  PACT ION 






Swimming.  (Heated  
P0ol)  Sauna 
Supervise¢ Gym.  
Open 7 days  
a Week 
Month ly  or  year ly  
membersh ip .  
Join Anyt ime 
3313 Ka lum , 
(Across f rom Arena)  
Phone 
635-5361 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
• Kalum. (ctf) 
MR. FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune.ups a 
specialty. Phone 63S-4602 
Evenings. 635-4565 days. (ctf) 
Webb Ref r igerat ion  




Repairs to Refrigerators 




ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrigerative Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
$876 or 6311.1231. (ctf) 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S  
ENTERPRISES  LTD.  
R .V .  Par ts  & Auto  
Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs•  
Amer ican  and Impor t  
Cars. 
3026 Hwy.  16 East 
Phone 638-1710 
Rototilling done with large 
tractor unit. Front end bucket 
for spreading soil or gravel. 





No job log big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex celllng, 
Phone 635-4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
I I 
19. Help Wanted 
33. For Sale - Misc.  " 
~ice Skeena Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sble of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., X- 
marked - $20 per 1000 Ixl. ft. 
Economy - $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(ctf) 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable Items. ' 
The Furniture Stall 
635-3202 
FOR SALE - -  CB SPECIAL 
One complete matched CB 
beam consisting of the 
following: 1 supermag, 1 3- 
element beam, 1 rater set, 1 10' 
secHen tower with base plate, 
20o ft. coax cable, 1 antenna 
specialist power meter, 1 an. 
tenna specialist modulation 
meter, 1 antenna speclallet 
V.S.W.R. • meter, 1 antenna 
specialist switch box. Valued at 
STS0. Will consider el l  
reasonable offers. Call Marvin 
~t 635.9371. (p2) 
For Sale: 4 horses, one 196." 
Buick Wildcat $450, 1 one ton 
ftatdeck truck - new motor 
$2300, one 4)(4 =/4 ton crewcab 
$2200. Phone 635-7684. (p2) 
Top quality alfalpha, clover and: 
timothy mixture in barn. $70 per 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van. 
derho0f, B.C. (cff) 
For Sale: spruce logs sultal~le 
for log houses. 635.2683. (..cff) 
For Sale: one set of car chains 
H70.15. 2 winter tires H78-15. 1 
winter fire 700.15. 8 mounted 
truck tire 100.20. 1 Kenmoro 
stove. 1 front backhoe fire 11L- 
16 10 ply. Phone 635-7¢18. (clf) 
Yamaha bass amplifier with 
lead guitar, case and cord. 
Asking $650. Phone 638-1116 or 
635.2865. Ask for Ran or leave 
message. (p2,4) 
Sansul amplifier. 32 wafts RMS, 
pro-linear turntable, large 3 
way speakers'. Also dining room 
suite, Maytag dlshwesher, 
chord organ. Phone 635-2621, 








For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department totah recon- 
ditioned, very reliable type of 
machine. Winderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635.4636. ctf 
37. Pets 
For Sale: top quality horse hay. 
Heavy bales. $2.00 per bale. 847- 
3165. (c-18) 
All types horses wanted. 635. 
5617. cff 
For Sale: Female Irish Setter 
pups. Not registered. Bern 
March 30. $,50 each. 635.5669. 
(c3) 
38 Wanted - Misc.  
Wanted to Buy: set of camper 
lacks. Phone 635.6484 after 6 
p.m. pS 
"~/anted to buy: Jackplne logs. 
Phone 635-2603. (cff) 
















43. Rooms fo r  Rent 
Room for rent in the bench area 
with kitchen facilities. Phone 
635-3971. (ctf) 
One bedroom for rent with 
kitchen facilities for single 
man. Phone 635.5893. '(p.18) 
47. Homes for  Rent 
Small one bedroom furnished 
duplex for rent at 968 Maun. 
talnvlew Blvd. Phone 635.2577. 
fdf l  
48. Suites for  Rent 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or weak. Non.drinkers only. 
Phage 635-6611. (ctf) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, lV= baths, half 
block from schools, S minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $350 per .month. 6- 
month lease. Apply Suite 108. 
530 Scott. (ctf) 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apar tments .  Off ice No. 
~.4611 Scott. One, two 
and three  bedroom 
apartments .  
635-5224 




4631 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace,  B.C, 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge ~/s stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area 
sauna and pool fable. Only 
apartment in town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(cff) 
I 
49. Homes for .Sale . 
For Sale: 3 bedr®m home with 
finished basement. Close 
to. ,shopping, elementary and 
high school. To view phone 635. 
6610. (p2,S,7,10) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house on 1 
acre. Fruit trees, garden, close 
to schools on Pear. A steal at 
$35,000:" 635.3S88. (p2) 
OFF ICE  SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Approx. 600 ft. of office space. 
Prime Iocat!on. Phone 
635-2496 -, 
(ctf) 
For Sale: house on S acres on 
the bench. Phone 635.4453. (ctf) 
FOR SALE - BUY NOW! 
Waterfront cabin Lakelse Lake. 
2 bedroom 600square foot. Fully 
furnished, water system and 
bathroom. View lot on west side 
of lake. Deeded property. Phone 
564.7994 after 7 p.m. c3 
Recreation or farming for sale: 
3V= miles east of Cedarvale. 28 
acre - lye cleared. Organically 
used. Well Insulated A-frame 
cabin. Spring well, root cellar, 
electricity & telephone close by. 
$25,000. Write G. Hiemstra, 2704 
~parks, Terrace. Phone 635. 
5327. p3 
Family home on one acre on 
Bench boasts 1600 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638-1790. cff 
For Sale: 4 bedroom home in 
5mlthers, B.C. Situated on 3 big 
lets in central part of town. For 
further Information call 847- 
9118. (o18) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house. 
Carport, fireplace up & down, 
finished basement, landscaped, 
fenced, storage shed, trees. 4736 
Tuck Ave. 635-3093. (ctf) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom up and 1 
bedroom basement suite house. 
Redecorated. Nicely treed lot. 
Phone 635.4761 after S. (p.18) 
FOR SALE 
3 bedroom pan-abode on 10 
acres of land. 2 fireplaces, w- 
w carpet, full basement and 
spiral staircase, skylight, 
carport. Land is partially 
cleared. On pavement. Priced 
to sell. $65,000: Phone 
635.4454 
after 6 p.m. (o2) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on 1/2 acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house III 
39. Boats & Engines For Rent: 2 bedroom suite, complete with chickens, large 
Boautiful, frldge & stove, garden area, small fruits, berry 
REAL ESTATE For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Marc Downtown. Close to school & bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
SALESPEOPLE! cruiser. Inboard.outboard, 1 hospltel. Phone 635-7503• (p3) all reasonable offers. Call 635- 
Enioy the benefits of excellent year old. 92 hours. Call 635-6636. ~ 3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
climate, pleasant surroundings (ctf) 2 bedroom basement suite for weekends. (sift 
and friendly people and call it MAH~AHO TREES rent. Available right now.. Cell ~ 
workl New facilities and rising 633-2153: (p2) ' O~der 1200 sq. ft. split.level, 3 
market. Real Estate Ilcencees bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
apply to Bear Realty Ltd., Box ~ ]  j CJJ Road, New Remo. Needs mlnor 
Armstrong, B.c. :s MEAN nton Manor i repairs. Ideal starter home. 
" " " "  Owner eager to sell. Make an 
TAX, DRIVERS SO HUGH offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
//='.,, , II I¢ , ,~ ,n leknd  e l l ,d in  n r  1 h~drnnm Full time, part time. Class 4 /~:~ 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi -635-2242. (ctf. 
Help Wanted: Bank of Montreal 
- tellers. Part time and fulJ time 
required. Experience required. 
10 EAGII 
Please phone 638-1131 for 
interview. Ask for Rick. (c3) J 
~ j 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
roto.tilllng, post hole digging. 
Phone WltN YOUlII IPtlll I 
635.6782 
(Cff) (~  P*d*~ S~__ ._~ 




For Rent: 2 bedroom apt. 
Frldge & stove. Electric heat. 
Free laundry facllltlea. No pets. 
$148 per month. 3145 River 
Drive. Phone 635.6445. ctf 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite. 
Frldge & Stove. Heat included. 
No pets. 635.9471. (sift 
For Rent: 2 bedroom apt., In S. 
plex on Haugland. Stove & 
frldge, 1:/2 baths. Available N~y 
1. Phone 635.5213. (ctf) 
home on trade. Call 112.562-6651 
or 635.7353 to view. (ctf) 
51. Bus inessLocat ions  
For Rent: Ground floor com. 
merclal or office space. 4646 
Lakelse. Phone 635.4925. (cff) 
0FFI.CE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 




For Sale: approx. 91A acres 1 
mile north of city limits. Phone 
635.4094 after 6. (ctf) 
For Sale: 80 acres with 2S'x33' 
frame cabin and other out- 
buildings approx. 10 acres 
cleared In Rosswood. 28 miles 
north of Terrace. Phone 638.1768 
after 6 p.m. (c-22) 
For sale: 30acres 6 miles out of 
Terrace on paved highway. 
Phone 635-2089 or 638.1161. (p. 
18) 
Waterfront, Lakelse Lake. 
Crown lease, road access. For 
into. write S. Harrison, Alkali 
Lake, B.C., V0L 1BO. c2 
56. Business Opportun i ty  
For Sale: Older rental unit for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Good location. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635.9471. (stfl 
57. Automobi les  
1972 Datsun Pickup. 1974 
Datsun 2 door. 1973 Ford 
crewcab, 1973 Ford =/4 ton. Call 
635-6636or 2609 5keena St. (ctf) 
For Sale: 36 passenger school 
bus. Phone 635-2600 till 5 p.m. 
63S.6937. evenings. (cff) 
For Sale: 1974 Dodge tandem 
dump. 225 cat diesel, 14 yds. 
Aluminum hox. 13 speed Fuller• 
34,000 "bogles. Low mileage. 
Truck & box weight 17,500 Ibs. 
Price $14,500. 1788 Upland St., 
Prince George. Phone 563.9146. 
(p4) 
MUST SELL 
1970 Ford ~/2 ton In good con, 
dition. Some extras. Asking 
$1,700 but open to offers. For 
more information phone ~635- 
9635. (p-19) 
1970 4x4 Ford crewcab. $2200. 1 
yoarling filly. 1972 Ford 1 ton 
flatdeck. New motor $2300. One 
four horse, horse trailer. S750. 
Phone 635-7654. (p3) ~ii~ ~. 
For Sale: 1971 Toyota Corolla. 
Excellent condition. 34,000 
pavement miles. Phone 635- 
4704. (p2;5) 
1974 GMC pickup. 3A ton 4x4. 
Phone 635-2231. Ask for Len. 
(p2) 
For Sale:' 1974 Ford V2 ton. 8 
track and AM-FM radio. Ken at 
638.1705 after 6 p.m. (p2) 
1974 Ford 1 ton flatdeck. Big 
motor, 4 speed, duals, low 
mileage. Asking $4200. Phone 
624.9494 collect, evenings. (pB) 
m 
For Sale: 1971 Ford pickup with 
canopy. 8 cyl. motor. 55,000 
miles only: Asking price $2,000. 
Phone 847.9118. (c-18) 
"For Sale: 197S Mustang II Mach 
I. 302, V-8. Very good shape. 
Financing possible. Call 635- 
4635 daytime. 635.9797 evo.nings. 
FOI' Sale: 1;~73 610 Datsun 4 
door. Excellent shape. Rad!o, S 
track, rear speakers, new 
studded fires mounted on rims. 
Phone 635.7949. p5 
For Sale: 1968 International :/2 
ton. V-0 automatic. Phone 635- 
3370. ctf 
consign your car, truck or 
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Homes 68. Legal 
For Sale or Rent: 12x52 mobile SEALEDTENDERS, merked 
home. Well insulated. Set up In 'Grounds Maintenance 
local trailer court: 8x40 ad- Skeanavlew Lodge, Terrace, 
dition, Insulated with electric B.C. for Maintenance of lawns 
heat. Take over bank payments~ and flower beds accerdlng to 
or reasonable rent. Available speciflcatlens at Skeenavlew 
Immediately. Phone 638-1761." 
(ctf) 
Lodge, 4011 Sparks Street, 
Terrace, B.C. wilt be accepted 
by the Honourable the Minister, 
For' Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte Department of Public Works, c- 
mobile home. Furnished or o Foremen'of Works, Ministry 
unturnlshed. Phone 635-58t7. of Highways and Public Works, 
(cff) 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. up to 2 p.m., Friday, May 
For Sale: 24x52 Safeway t3, 1977. 
deublewide mobile home. 3 Tendering documents may be 
bedroom, 1V2 baths, utlllty~ obtained from Ministry of 
room. Set up In Woodland Hl~thways and Public Works, 
Heights Trailer Court. Sacrifice 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
at $17,900. Owner being E.G. on and after May 2, 1977. 
transferred. Call 635-5627 after 6 
p.m. (ci2) 
For Sale: 8x42 one bedroom 
trailer. Joey shack and  
detached shed on 1.78 acres 
leased land at Lakelse Lake. 
635-7740. (p$) 
For Sale: 12x68 Diplomat. Easy 
terms. 638.1277. (p3) 
For Sale: house h'aller." Semi. 
furnished. 10x32 with joey shed. 
Skirted in trailer court. Asking 
$2,000. Phone 635.7859. (p-18) 
2 bedroom trailer for rent. 
Phone 635.3202 or 635.2368. (ctf) 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
For Minister of Public Works, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
British Columbia• (c3) 
• SEALED TENDERS, marked 




1972 three bedroom Capewoocl 
set up and skirted 'on 75x200 
fenced lot. Joey shack Is In- 
sulated and wired• Make an 
offerl Phone63S.4454efler 6. sff 
FOR SALE 
10x42 Squire 2 Ixlrm. trailer 
and 10xs$ Safeway three 
bdrm. trailer. Phone 
I)3 635.4812 . MINISTRY FORESTS OF 
, ,  TIMBER 
SALE A08419 
66. Campers Sealed tenders wi l l  be 
Courthouse for Maintenance of 
lawns and flower beds 
according to specifications at 
Terrace Courthouse, 4506 
Lakelso Avenue, Terrace, B•C. 
wi l l  be accepted by the 
Honourable the Minister, 
Department of Public Works, c- 
o foreman of Works, Ministry of 
Highways and Public Works, 
4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. up to 2 p.m., Friday, May 
13, 1977. 
Tend/wing documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Highways end Public Works, 
4827 Ketth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. on end after May 2, 1977. 
• The lowest or arty tender will 
not necessarily be ecceptnd. 
For Minister of Public Works, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
B.C. (c3) 
received by  the  Diotrlct i .: 
Fore'Sale: 1974 :Holidaytraller, Forester at Prince Rupert, 
one wrlnger washer, 1 gov't. British columbia, not later than 0 
approved child's car seat. 635. 11 a.m. on the 10th day o~ May, , 
2044. (c2) . 1977 for the purchase of Llcence I 
A good Lifestyle in. 
A08469, to cut 17,803 cunits of 
Lodgepole Pine, Spruce, 
Balsam, Hemlock, Cedar, Birch 
end trees of other species 
located five (5) miles east of 
Kltwanga. Gassier Land 
District. 
"Two (2) years will be allowed 
for removal of timber. 
As thls area Is within the 
Skeana PSYU, which Is fully 
committed, this sale will be 
awarded under the provisions of 
cludes proper eating habits, sectlen 17 (la) of the Depart. 
No single food provkles all meet of Forests Act, which 
the nutrients essential to gives the timber.sale applicant 
certain privileges. 
.good health. Eat a variety of Particulars may be obtained 
foods every day, choosing from the District Forester, 
from the five basic catego- Prince Rupert, British 
ties - dairy products, fnlit, Columbia, .or the Forest 
Rangers, Kitwanga and 




Required for the industrial Relations Department. This is a 
senior position and consideration will be given only to fully 
experienced eppllcants having shorthaqd and a minimum 
typing speed ot SS w.p.m. 
Benefits Include Medical, Dental, Extended Hearth and 
Group Insurance: 
Apply to: Personnel Department 
Twlnriver Timber Limited 
BOX 1000, 
Terrace, B,C. 
cff , . ,  
PR ICED FOR GUICKI (C-4) 
1964 Mercury 750 TandemJ 
dump truck in good running | 
condition. • J 
ctf 635-7838 ' J  
REPOSSESSION FOR SALE I ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~  ' " '  ............ "~ 
I.H.C. Tandem Dump Truck, I ~  l i l~Wi~l~imlB IB IR  
1973 I.H.C. pickup, 1971 Ford 
Pinto, 1974 12x68 Vista Villa 




After 5 - 635.9405. (cff) 
For Sale: 1968 Mercury 1/2 ton. 
Phone 638.8276 after 6 p.m. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: a 70 Ford I/2 ton for' 
parts and a 67 Pontiac for parts. 
Phone 638.8276 after 6 p.m. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1968 Oldsmobile 2 
door H.T. Top mechanical 
condition. Radial tires, fully 
automatic, clean interior. 
Asking price $2,000. Phone 847. 
9118. (c.18), 
SOUTH SHORE LAKELSE 
WATERFRONT 
Large well constructed 
summor cottage. Propane 
lights, stove and frldge. 
Deeded land . taxes S194. 
Contact any MLS Agent. 
S20,000. * 
DUNN STREET 
A home with the room for a 
large family. Electrical heat. 
Three bedrooms up, two 
bedrooms end family room 
down. $59,500. 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 C ITY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  B.C. 
H.J. I(Herb) Johnston 632.2015 
• D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632.3668 
K,D, [Kay) Schcoley . 6324692 
R.E. (Ed) Scalfe 6324092 
I I I 
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- LEA BLASTS GOVERNMENT 
i 
• Soc,red ferry pol icy call'ed insens i t ive  
VICTORIA -- Provincial year," Lea charged. "won't subsidizeany freight the clue to something far 
government refusal to use recently, at all", sounded like the worse and much wider in 
federal subsidies to improve "My guess is that be is insensitivity of Prime significance which could 
freight services along the~ doing it consciously because Min is ter  T rudeau 's  seriously affect the entire 
B.C. coast will increase he's finding out that even his notorious "why shouldI sell province." 
chances of a strike in.the own party is critical of h i s  your wheat?" insult to He ~inted out that the 
forest industry this sum, economic mismanagement, prairie grain farmers, coastal delegation had 
mer, according to Graham So he hopes to distract at- "But" if that callous reminded the premier that 
Lea, MLA for Prince tention~romhisbungiingby remark only showed Ben- foodstuffs and ether com- 
Ru, p~ert, encouraging a labour- nett's disregard of the modities have increased in 
The premier either is management war in our problems of the cbast and price by as much as 230 
incredibly ignorant or else biggest industry." north, it would only be percent in some coastal 
he is cynically manipulating Lea said the premier's another insult which citizens communities and logging 
event.~ behind the scenes to statement tocoastal mayors from our area have come to camps s.in.ce the federal- 
force z destructive con- recentlythat despite an $8 expect from him," said Lea. provinc~at discussions 
~'rontation i  the woods this million federal subsidy he '~Unfortunately. it ~ gives began for revamping 
Weak dollar helps profit 
British Columbia Forest 
Products Limited reported 
earnings for the first 
quarter of 1977 of $6.8 
million or 88 cents per 
common share with sales of 
$101 million as compared 
withearnings of $6.1 million 
or 79 cents per share and 
sales of $81.4 million for the 
same period of 1976. 
The weaker Canadian 
dollar had the effect of in- 
• ~ 7 creasing the company s 19  
net sales for the period by $5 
million on a comparable 
basis. The exchange gain 
accounted for a 22 cent per 
share increase in after tax 
earnings compared to a 
reduction of earnings of 10 
cents per share for the same 
period last  year. 
The details were included 
in remarks by BCFP 
Chairman Ian Barclay 
and President K.P. Benson 
at the company's 31st An- 
nual General Meeting held 
in Vancouver, Thursday, 
hquart•r, however ~ improved ousing starts in February 
and March in the U.S. 
provided stronger sales. He 
said offshore lumber sales 
decreased s ince  the 
beginning of the year and 
plywood demand in 
Canada, the U.K. and on 
the continent has been slow. 
Chairman' lan .A: Barclay 
indicated that the U.S. pulp 
and paper market should 
reflect steady economic 
recovery but there are only 
small signs of improvement 
in BCFP's ma~or offshore 
markets of Europe and 
Japan. Pulp sales are ex- 
pected to improve gradually 
in the third quarter, with the 
pace quickening toward the 
end of the year. 
He said previously noted 
newsprint sales im- 
provements hould offset 
the lagging demand ex- 
dPected in offshore areas 
uring the second and third 
quarters of this year. 
Apr i l  21. Barclay said that in- 
B~clay said that without creased U.S. housing starts, 
the gmn on exchange, the which may exceed 1.9 
company's f i rst  quarter million this year and im- 
resnits wo~d h~tve neen proved  mor tgage  
"disappointing". He said availability favor well for 
"...a mgnificant increase in lumber sales• 
deman~ and modest price Company president, 
improvement for lumber Kenneth P. Benson 
• m experienced by. the co - recapped the company.s 
pany (during me quarto.r) capital projects presenuy 
was more t,.han offset oy  underway including sever~l 
increased'cS~'~.s ah@reduced~'i ~{]un in-'1976..-He-'~so'~in -' 
earnings from market pul,p, dicated ~at the 1971 capital 
due to lower demand• program will-see a con- 
Barclay added that it may tinuation of major pollution 
tempting, in iot~ uim -' control and cost reduction 
mediate future to p.on projects with • total spendi$~g 
the devaluation of tn exnected to reacn 
Canadian dollar as the million. . 
solution to our problems. '~Two new major projects 
"But as our experience in 
the last decade.., has shown 
... currency changes are not 
a imrmanent solution to 
problems which arise from 
fundamental weaknesses 
that. need correcting." 
were announced, one on 
Vancouver Island at Crofton 
and the second at the 
com n's Hammond cedar w~. ~ 
The Island project is a 
• large central dry land log 
sorting area near Crofton 
which will process logs from 
ten of the company's coastal 
He said comparisons of 
1977 results to the last 
expected to continue unti 
the pulp market regains it~ 
strength. 
"The vulp compame~ 
cannot ~ully protect thq 
independent  sawmit  
operators from the marke 
risks for chips. When th, 
pulp market is weak, the~ 
the chip market Will also b 
weak and it is one of th 
plywood sales remained 
comparatively constant, 
there was a substantial 
decrease in market pulp 
production and sales, and a 
lesser decrease, for 
newsprint," be said. 
The shareholders were 
told that the lower demand 
for pulp and newsprint 
experienced at the end of 
1976 has continued into 1977. 
Excessive pulp inventory 
build-ups necessitated 
production curtailments at 
the company's pulp mills as 
sales to capacity ratios for 
the quarter eached only 76 
percent. " 
Barclay said that 
newsprint sales which 
started the year saw im- 
provements by the end of 
the quarter in the western 
U.S. and domestic markets. 
He said that lumber sales 
were affected by severe 
winter weather in some 
places of North America 
during the first part of the 
business risks an 'in- has to consider before 
dependent sawmill operator building a sawmill." 
• improvement in mill 
operations for better log 
prepa_ ration." 
" ' 'S  The B.C. forest industry 
serious surplus problems 
also brought comment from 
BCFP's president. He in: 
dicated that chip piles at 
company mills have 
reached their maximum~ 
and.it has become necessar~ 
to start a disposal program 
which ~II be expensive fm 
the company and outside 
chip suppliers. He noted thai 
although chip exports are 
being made wherevel 
possible, alarge surplus til 
exists and the situation i~ 
coastal freight services. 
"Surely even the premier 
understands what such 
enormous increases in the 
cost-of-living for thousands 
of logging ]amflies is going 
to do to tbo~ir:tnilitancy right 
at the time ~at  forest in- 
dustry n~go~ations have 
begun? ~. 
"Can he I~ so stupid as to. 
not understand the impact 
of his refusal to use the 
federal subsidy for im- 
proving the freight service 
to roll back some of that 
enormous cost-of-living 
jump? 
"I don't think so. I think 
that despite all his pious 
words about wanting labour 
peace, he and his govern- 
ment desperately are trying 
to encourage an all-out 
company chiefs despite the our most vital industry at a 
obvious stake of~ their time of crucially-important 
contract negotiations?,, 
Lea noted that Bennett 
GRAHAM LEA 
labour-management war to 
distract attention from their 
own economic bungling," 
said Lea. 
"And all the time we have 
nothing but thundering 
silence from the forest 
companies in this coastal 
freight decision. 
"I wonder if that 
executive silence was 
bought by the cabinet's 
refusal ast month to make 
any noise whatsoever tothe 
AIB about the MacMillan 
Bloedel president's 16 
percent pay raise to $250,000 
a year?" 
"Is it just coincidence that 
th i s  government  
simultaneously ' will do 
nothing to stop obscene 
wage increases for the 
company bosses or stop 
massive cost-of-living in- 
creases for logging 
families? "Is tl,~t kind of 
government policy designed 
to help or harm labour- 
management relations in 
scheduled a press con- 
ference to announce the $8 
million federal subsidy, but 
refused to see reporters or 
issue a statement after the 
meeting with coastal 
mayors. 
"those are the actions of 
an arrogant man who thinks 
he can manipulate and 
ignore the press -- and 
therefore the public -- as he 
pleases." 
"It could come only from 
a man who had already 
displayed the partisan 
vindictiveness against the 
public interest hat we saw 
m doubled ferry rates, 
tripled ICBC rates and 
enormous tax increases." 
Earl.y Morning Newspaper 
CARRIERS NEEDED 
IMMEDIA TEL Y 
FOR 
THORNHILL AREA 
,' onday thru Friday 
. . - • . . . . 
Papers must be delivered before 7 a.m. 
Excellent profits earned, monthly p/us extra 
contest prizes tot building up your route to 
Lull potential. 
.! OARRIERS 
1, Must be willing to give subscribers the best 
possible servioe~ 
2. Must be reliable and honest. You will coiled 
each 'month. 
3. Must be eager to increase the number of 
customers on your roMe 
• . ~  ~ i ' i i m  a imimm iBm i i m iD i iBm ~ ~ m~ mmmm maiNe ~ a i i ~ a 
Boys girls 11 to 14 years CARRIER or 
oldi but age is no barrier, Don't hesitate, i APPL ICAT ION I 
Here's your ohanoe to make the money 
" I Name 
t 
you need and learn the fundamentals of I , I Address 
I 
f 
our o i  , 
Fill ou! ooupon and drop it i t Phone No. 
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MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS - Terrace Guides 
and Brownies held a dinner in honour of their 
mothers in the Veritas School gymnasium last 
week. 
Letter from Masset, Queen Charlottes 
Flow nice it is to see the 
flowers blooming again. We 
are no doubt quite lucky to 
be living in this part of the 
country. According to a 
letter eceived two days ago 
from Amherst, Nova Scotia, 
there was about two feet of 
By £1vira Bryant 
man who was thinking of his 
day's pay ..... But now all 
work for the common fund, 
the one who evades or 
scamps his work robs every 
one of his fellows. A man 
had better hang himself 
see the family..Their son 
Stanley is now nearly two 
and a half years old - at a 
bad age! Ming is the fellow 
who built our book shelves. 
He is an excellent car- 
penter; had apprenticed for 
some seven years in Hong 
Kong.  His wife does 
Ferry wat ko ut looms 
VICTORIA CP * - A 
shutdown Thursday of 
British Columbia Ferries 
service between Vancouver 
Island and the mainland 
moved closer to reality 
today as the fleet's officers 
served 72-hour strike notice. 
On Friday, the officers 
voted 89 percent in favour of 
~walking off the job. The 500 
officers would be able to go 
on strike at l0 a.m. 
Thursday. 
Union spokesman Peter 
Marshall said he was given 
a cool reception by B'C. 
Ferries Corp. general 
nmnager Charles GaUagber 
and corporation officials 
when he served notice. 
He s~id the management 
seem to be "suffering under 
• the mistaken illusion that 
the Labour Relations Board 
will declare the strike 
illegal." 
Marshall said the union 
believes that the LRB will 
not step in, if it intends to do 
so, until after the strike 
begins. 
Therefore, some stoppage 
in service appears 
inevitable, he said. 
"This is a serious 
situation and the possibility 
of a strike grows with each 
would not be able to operate 
the vessels. 
Affected by the strike 
woula be servi,:e between 
Sw ~rtz B ~ynd Tsawwassen, 
Naaaim~, and Horseshoe 
Bay, Kek~.~y Bay and Prince 
Ru~rt, as well as ferries 
serwng the Sunshine Coast. 
The only ferry sei'vice 
would be provided by Blac.k 
Ball between Victoria ann 
Port Angeles, Washington, 
or by Washington State 
Ferries between Sidney and 
Anacortes, Washington. As 
well, CP Rail runs a service 
between Nanaimo and 
Vancouver 
The legality of the 
officers' strike vote was management appears to be 
rendered uncertain last forcing a confrontation with 
week when the LRB ordered the officers, adopting a 
the officers into the same policy of ignoring their 
Young appointed 
forest service officer 
• William E.L. (Ted)Young committee since its in- 
has been appointed Chief ception in January this 
Executive Officer of the year. Cabinet orders-in- 
B.C. Forest Service, Forests council of April 6 formalized 
Minister Tom Waterland the appointments. 
announced recently. As Chief Executive Of- 
Young had been Chief. fleer of the Forest Service, 
nowadays than get the 
snow in the woods and a lake reputation of a shirk. Mark Twain published "The passing day,"  said Forester since February, " " 1974 and assumed Chief 
was still frozen over. The When I see the shirkers of secretarial work at D.D. We Adventures of Tom Sawyer" Marshall, spokesman for Executive Officer duties 
the mar•e- l i censed  people there had had a six today who lack any kind of shULD HAVE A GET lOO years ago in 1876. It be- . . . . . .  when the then Deputy 
months winter up to that incentive, I keep wondering TOGETHER SOMETIME came a best seller in the  same co•pone•  ol me ~.t;. Minister J S St ,~t~o . . . . .  
time. Even a phone call to just how tong it will take for WHILE Lucy Wont (Art year. Government Employees appointed to the position of. 
Okanagan Falls on Saturday social reform to take place, teacher at George M. . • __ union: . . consultant to the Forest 
-" Gaiiagner was not . • • last informed us that plants The slough is very calm Dawson) has her father ~ _ ",~6_..~)l "~ . . . . . . . .  Pohcy Advisory Commlttee, 
were justcoming upthroughtem., this evening and three staying with her, as we ~" "-..~--~.--:~."'~"~"~'~-¢_..-:r-- o ~" avanameMarshallxOr commemsa,d, those" whiehis-ts uuymg, me. rearse 
the ground. The graceful white swans are couldget wo tables of Mah , - - ,~-~ ~J~l  ~ '~ ' , -~ ,  ,,-L ~'~O~A~ - . Royal Commlssmn on ferries under way at l0 a.m . . . . . . . . .  perature there though, was gracing its waters. Jong going. Last time the ~ - • o = zoreut 
['E=: ~. "---" ~ ;. ~~J  Thursday will complete the ry; . . . . . . . .  warm enough for sun Yesterday four snow geese latter family Was over for ~-=.Z  ~ il'~' - :1 . . , ~l.ozes plans m reure 
bathing. " stopped in during the day supper with us, we played I---- ~ .2~Y/. rd - ----=1 trip to their home sorts ann from -overnment " " .'=- . "-. g service 
Most of the early tulips and fed for awhile in the this game in the evening and ' i~ ,~__~- - / / /~~ then tneup. The officers.on when the Forest Policy 
arenow in bloom --the ones fields. We had not seen any Kwok Chie Ean showed us By 1700, wild turkeys were !.e.rr!.esalreaay t ieaup wiu Advisory Committee has 
WZ41K O i l  U|t$ JUU ~t  t l l z4t  U l I IU ,  that managed to survive the of these birds here for way how to use the bamboo becoming scarce in America . . . .  completed its work. 
ravages of the hail and over a year. They took to the sticks for counting. Since_he . . . . . .  ne sam. Robert S. Wood has been 
/ 
bargaining unit with the requests for the resumption 
unlicensed empl% ,-es. of negotiations. 
'Marshall saki today the The officers have "been 
licensed personnel have  without an agreement since 
been invited to a meeting July I, 1975, and their main 
with the LR;~ on Wednesday grievance is a charge that a 
afternoon wizen the whole wage increase is being I Lei~l 
matter will be discussed, back to try to force the~ l t) 
Under current legislation, accept recommendations of 
the provincial government an industrial inquiry 
couldstep in a declare a 90- commission conducted by 
day cooling Off period'in the lawyer Hugh Ladner. 
dispute. The Railway and The  officers wrote to 
Fer r ies  Barga in ing  
Assistance act allows such 
Gallagher on April 15 asking 
for a resumption of  
action " i f  a substantial negotiations, but have not 
threat to the economy and yet received even an 
welfare of the province acknowledgement of their 
exists or is likely to occur." letter, saidMarshall. 
Marshall said the ferrMs He said the officers will 
a t tend  Wednesday 's  
meeting with the LRB and ff 
the board declares the strike 
illegal, they will go along 






MINING PeOPERTIES OPTIONED 
AND DEVELOPED 
Please contact: 
Oery D. Bollk 
P.O. Box 183, Smlthere, B.C. 
windstorms we were sub- 
jected to earlier. Yesterday 
I spent several hours in the 
garden after the bread was 
out of the ove,A and the 
Mas ' ;et  Me~nder ings  
column had be ~n mailed for 
r  .  
air twice during their brief 
stay, when the eagle flew 
overhead. Last week a large 
flock of Canada geese 
distrusted the eagle and 
easily took to flight. We 
were thinking then that the 
can only speak Chinese, his 
daughter Lucy was the 
interpreter. 
(An interesting comment 
made by young Annie Wont 
was that her ~randfather 
knew more Chinese birds 
than her mother did. 
I you wish to butter your 
vegetables, etiquette e~cperts 
recommend you do so with 
your fork. Your butter knife 
is only for bread and rolls. 
There will be no pickets, 
he said. The officers will 
simply not report for work. 
Mar.~hall said the 1,700 
unlicensed personnel would 
be welcome to turn up for 
work but obviously .they 
appointed chairman of the 
Forest Policy Advisory 
Committee and Technical 
Forestry Consultant o the 
Minister of Forests. Wood 
and Stokes have held their 
respective positions on the 
Mr. Young will report 
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to the Herald 
239 City Centre 
Kitimat 
632-2244 
the current w', ok. So far this geese may have come from - " | = | " | " O " 
;.'week'e awayI ha,~,dRemanageda numb r oft° StatesS°mewherewhereintheretheareUnitedvery thatHer moth rthis wasreafplYtrue.)agreed : I I I I I Inl l l l l l l l l l l l  i l i um ii i inl l l l l l l lm i i I i i im|B |lgMl|lBB|m|B|lm||lmmiB|||||m|l||n|| mllll IIIIIIIIIIII I[ll l l l l l l l l l lU I 1 ~ 1  ' 
clumps .,f primroses to feweagies, since the patrol A beautiful sunset in pinks [] ' " • 
pcop]~*:hoarejuststarting made here by an eagle and mauves is now reflected m " ' m 
garde . It is very easy to caused them to be so in the still calm water. It • '1 ,  " 
make many plants from one "flighty". Local geesv do has been a very nice • • • 
clump since there are many not react this way. evening, but:: there were m • 
individual root clusters Vic has just been out some bugsflyinguround us m , If 
together. In no time one is mowing the lawn. It is lucky soon as the sun started to go m . • 
able to have many bushy that I happened to be out down. According to Vic • * • 
• II plants to admire, before supper using the though, the few we have • R 
For the first time I have grass shears around the here are nothing like those • II 
been able to divide up small junipers and at the he observed last week at • m 
Shasta daisy plants as well. edges of flower beds. Now Nass Camp! • J 
We used to call these "dog the grounds present a very To try to prompt a little • * •" 
ciaisies' as their perfume is pleasing appearance. We more response from my [] / 
not the best. However, in the are hoping the holes made reading class lately, r read  m • 
garden their whiteness by the cows will soon cover to them a few of the [] • 
creates quite a bright spot. over with new grass. It was highlights from the "In- • • ,, • • 
By the time summer just a few weeks ago that terrupted Journey book • • 
arrives thisyear, I believe I Vic and the dog were but to about Betty and Barney Hill • • 
will have almost attained chase cows away from our and their experiences as ~ 
the type of Old English side of the road. While Vic revealed under hypnosis. 
garden that ha,, been wished .was watching, one of the Tomorrow I will probably • " "m 
for. "Helen's"  bleeding cows deliberately jumped take along Hans Holer's • II 
hdart plant is covered in rightoverthewoodenfence! "The Ufonauts", as there • • 
buds while "Vesta's" lily of (We could see where was a request made for • -, u • ., . • 
the ,/alley plant is sending someone got started on the more of this type of reading • _ , . . . • 
up both leaves and flowers, story about the cow that today. 
The mint from Okanagan jumped over the moon.) The only time Betty really : Can turn your don't wants into cash with a Herald Classified ad. -" 
Falls will this year provide That particular cow must felt pain was when the • • 
mint for early potatoes and have been the one that had doctor inserted a long 
green peas in several other been in over the fence the needle into her navel for • • II • 
gardens. The Friendship previous night. Presumably what she was told was a • 
garden is now helping to she had liked the grass pregnancy test. Apparently • m 
make other friends happy, sampled then. it wasn't a pregnancy test. • • , ,. . - [] 
The weather yesterday Next timethe owner of the An article appeared in Gook .~ During May you II get a real ba 'gam.,.the Herald will oe going into eve /household _n 
was quite exceptional for a herd came along, Vic spoke magazine for May 18, 1971 • , • 
Sunday. This morning was to him about he matter and by David M. Rorvik, • • m 
quite misty but by early asked W. Feyerif  he might emitled "The Test Tube [] ' • 
afternoon ,all was fairly happen tohave some barbed Baby is Coming". The • • 
clear once again. The wire that could be put up article talked about oh- • ' • - In Terrace and Kitimat. Fill in your ad copy below (one word per soace) and [] weather is warm enough to above the wooden part. Well tattling eggs from fertile • . . [] 
bring out many. family apparently hecoulddoeven women, storing them in • • 
groups on bikes -- several better {hanthat andsogave banks, and "inducing [] . • 
went past in front of the Yic a very nice bundle of pregnancy independent of • • 
place yesterday and today, proper fencing wire. As a the original donor at a later ~ ' ' ' • 
" scussm Bntmh It is also warm enough to result, that particular date. In di ' g '" B' send with $2.00 to The Herald 3212 Kalum St Terrace - -  
bring loiterers out on the corner has a proper fence experiments of this kind, ,, • m 
side-hill across from the put up - and let us hope it is apparently D. M. Rorvik [] • . ' I1• 
Post Office. Today Inoticed above the height hat anyof also referred to an m , [] 
that one of the boys from the the stray cows can jump American, Dr. Shettles. [] , • 
8C class who quit school on over! "Like the British, Dr. II -, II 
I,'riday has now joined the Last week necessitated a Shuttles plans to obtain his • ' III 
group. I suppose society is number of vonsultations egs in the future via _H ~ . ' .  • i 
supp°rting them all-- which withthe manager °f Delmas lapar°sc°py' This "nv°lves i " ' " | " [ [ i 
means you and I who Cooperative concerning the a pencil-like viewing device 
happen to be working. What increase in freight rates as that, once inserted through 
a ~aste of potential man- announced by Rivtow. Since the umbilicus or navel, m' 
I power. I am reminded of then increases have been provides a panoramic view ' ' 
George Bcllamy s two verified by written corn- of the peritoneal cavity and 
books, "looking Backward" munikation. The averageof its contents. Once the _ '~ 
and "Equality", published the varied increase rates scope is fixed on the ovary 
somewhere in the eighteen happens to be 44 percent, so the doctor inserts a needle m , • m 
hundreds to do with life in it sounds as though we are through a tiny incision in the 
the year 2000. ~oing to be penalized still lower abdomen. • Then, I/ 
In °ne °f the d°ct°r's *urtherf°rliv|nginthispart l°°king thr°ughthesc°pe'  i ] ] ] i 
many conversat~ns with of the country. Subsidies he guides the needle and 
Julian concerning the new seem to be quite readily uses it to aspirate the egg ¢' 
economic system ; Evhn in paid to people back East from its follicle. The 
your day capitalists knew who needto  obtain many procedure  genera l ly  
that the best man was not he supplies of freight by water requires only one night in , ,, 
who was working for his transportation, but not so in the hospital and minimizes 
next dinner, but he who was the West. scarring." Hans Hower 
so well off that no im- Time out for a visit with believes it was entirely [] . ' II • - • 
mediate concern for his the Mint Leungs who came, possible that the alien • m 
living affected his mind. over for a few plants for doctor had been collecting • , • 
Self-respect and pride in their new garden. We first "specimens from Betty IIill • , • , • 
achievement made him a met in 1975, but since they for future use in his own • m 
far better workman than the both work, it is not often we world, i~i~i~ii~iiii~i~iii~ii~hi~ii~i~diii~iii~i~iiii~iiiiUii~i~i~i~i~iL.~iii 
